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ABSTRACT
We present the results of our ALMA observations of eleven (ultra)luminous infrared galaxies
((U)LIRGs) at J=4–3 of HCN, HCO+, HNC and J=3–2 of HNC. This is an extension of our previ-
ously published HCN and HCO+ J=3–2 observations to multiple rotational J-transitions of multiple
molecules, to investigate how molecular emission line flux ratios vary at different J-transitions. We
confirm that ULIRGs that contain or may contain luminous obscured AGNs tend to show higher
HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios than starburst galaxies, both at J=4–3 and J=3–2. For selected HCN-
flux-enhanced AGN-important ULIRGs, our isotopologue H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C J=3–2 line
observations suggest a higher abundance of HCN than HCO+ and HNC, which is interpreted to be
primarily responsible for the elevated HCN flux in AGN-important galaxies. For such sources, the in-
trinsic HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios after line opacity correction will be higher than the observed ratios,
making the separation between AGNs and starbursts even larger. The signature of the vibrationally
excited (v2=1f) HCN J=4–3 emission line is seen in one ULIRG, IRAS 12112−0305 NE. P Cygni pro-
files are detected in the HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 lines toward IRAS 15250+3609, with an estimated
molecular outflow rate of ∼250–750 M⊙ yr
−1. The SiO J=6–5 line also exhibits a P Cygni profile in
IRAS 12112+0305 NE, suggesting the presence of shocked outflow activity. Shock tracers are detected
in many sources, suggesting ubiquitous shock activity in the nearby ULIRG population.
Subject headings: galaxies: active — galaxies: nuclei — quasars: general — galaxies: Seyfert —
galaxies: starburst — submillimeter: galaxies
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) and lumi-
nous infrared galaxies (LIRGs) radiate very large infrared
luminosity with LIR > 10
12L⊙ and > 10
11L⊙, respec-
tively. They are mostly gas-rich galaxy mergers (Sanders
& Mirabel 1996). The large infrared luminosity means
that powerful energy sources, either starbursts and/or
active galactic nuclei (AGNs), are obscured and/or sur-
rounded by dust. Clarifying how starbursts and AGNs
energetically contribute to (U)LIRG’s bolometric lumi-
nosities is fundamental to understanding the physical
nature of the (U)LIRG population. However, because
AGNs are spatially compact compared with starburst
activity, the putative AGNs in merging (U)LIRGs can
easily be hidden deep inside nuclear gas and dust. It
is highly desirable to establish a solid method to disen-
tangle between the two energy sources, based on obser-
vations at wavelengths where dust extinction effects are
small.
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In a starburst, radiative energy is released by a nu-
clear fusion, while a mass-accreting supermassive black
hole (SMBH) is the main energy-generating mechanism
in the case of an AGN. The surrounding molecular gas is
expected to receive different radiative and/or mechan-
ical effects from the different energy sources, so that
chemical and physical conditions can be different. These
chemically and physically different molecular gases are
expected to show different emission line fluxes among
different molecular species. As the effects of dust extinc-
tion are usually negligible in the (sub)millimeter wave-
length range where rotational J-transition lines of many
molecules exist, (sub)millimeter molecular line observa-
tions can be used to scrutinize deeply obscured energy
sources in the (U)LIRG’s nuclei. To minimize possible
ambiguities about the interpretation of molecular emis-
sion line flux ratios, using molecules with comparable
critical density is recommended, because the differences
in their spatial distributions are expected to be much
smaller than that among molecules with large differences
in their critical densities. A comparison of the flux ra-
tios of HCN, HCO+, and HNC emission lines is a good
choice, because (1) they have similar dipole moments (µ
= 3.0, 3.9, and 3.1 debye for HCN, HCO+, and HNC,
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respectively); thus, the critical densities of HCN, HCO+,
and HNC do not differ a lot at the same J-transitions,
(2) these molecular lines probe dense (nH2 >10
4 cm−3)
molecular gas, which usually dominates (U)LIRG’s nu-
clear regions (Gao & Solomon 2004a,b), and (3) these
emission lines are modestly bright, so that their detec-
tion is feasible in a large number of (U)LIRGs, including
distant ones.
Based on millimeter interferometric observations of the
nuclear regions of nearby bright starburst and Seyfert
galaxies (= modestly luminous AGNs) before the ALMA
era, a trend of higher HCN-to-HCO+ J=1–0 (rotational
transition) flux ratios in AGNs than in starbursts was
found and argued to be a good AGN indicator (Kohno
2005; Krips et al. 2008). This method was applied to
dusty (U)LIRG nuclei, and it was found that sources
with infrared-detectable luminous buried AGN signa-
tures tend to show higher HCN-to-HCO+ J=1–0 flux
ratios than those without such signatures (Imanishi et
al. 2004, 2006b; Imanishi & Nakanishi 2006; Imanishi et
al. 2007a, 2009; Privon et al. 2015). With the advent
of ALMA, similarly enhanced HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios
in sources with infrared-identified AGNs have been con-
firmed also at higher-J transitions, J=3–2 and J=4–3
(Imanishi & Nakanishi 2013a,b; Iono et al. 2013; Iman-
ishi & Nakanishi 2014; Garcia-Burillo et al. 2014; Izumi
et al. 2015, 2016; Imanishi et al. 2016a,b,c, 2017, 2018).
Although a small fraction of the observed sources display
some exceptions and need further detailed investigations
(Imanishi & Nakanishi 2014; Privon et al. 2015), the flux
comparison of HCN and HCO+ could potentially be an
effective means to detect elusive buried AGNs. Further
pursuit of this method is highly desirable.
A few possible origins of the higher HCN-to-HCO+ J-
transition line flux ratios in AGNs, compared with star-
bursts, are proposed. First, an enhanced HCN abun-
dance in an AGN could be a reason for the higher HCN
flux (Yamada et al. 2007; Izumi et al. 2016), because in-
creased abundance usually results in increased flux, un-
less the flux saturates by line opacity effects. In fact, such
an HCN abundance enhancement in molecular gas illu-
minated by a luminous AGN is predicted by some chem-
ical calculations in some parameter ranges (Meijerink &
Spaans 2005; Harada et al. 2010). Second, higher HCN
excitation in AGNs could produce higher HCN-to-HCO+
J-transition line flux ratios, even without introducing an
HCN abundance enhancement. The critical density of
HCN is a factor of ∼5 higher than that of HCO+ at
the same J-transition line under the same line opacity
(Meijerink et al. 2007; Greve et al. 2009). Because the
radiative energy generation efficiency of a mass-accreting
SMBH in an AGN is much higher than that of a nuclear
fusion inside stars in a starburst, molecular gas temper-
ature in close vicinity to an AGN can be higher than a
starburst, which could result in higher HCN excitation.
Consequently, the observed HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios
could be higher in an AGN than in a starburst, partic-
ularly at higher-J transition lines. Third, an infrared
radiative pumping mechanism (Aalto et al. 1995; Rang-
wala et al. 2011) could enhance the fluxes of the HCN
J-transition lines, as compared with collisional excita-
tion alone. Namely, HCN can be vibrationally excited
to the v2=1 level by absorbing infrared 14 µm photons;
and through the decay back to the vibrational ground
level (v=0), HCN J-transition line fluxes at v=0 can be
higher. As an AGN can produce a larger amount of mid-
infrared 14-µm continuum-emitting hot dust than a star-
burst with the same bolometric luminosity, this infrared
radiative pumping mechanism is expected to work more
efficiently in an AGN than in a starburst. This could
increase HCN flux more in an AGN than in a starburst;
however, the infrared radiative pumping mechanism also
works for HCO+, by absorbing infrared 12-µm photons.
For the ULIRG IRAS 20551−4250, based on the observed
infrared spectral energy distribution at 10–20 µm, the in-
frared radiative pumping rates are estimated to be com-
parable for HCN and HCO+ under the same abundance
(Imanishi et al. 2016b). We need further investigation
of whether this infrared radiative pumping mechanism
strongly increases the observed HCN-to-HCO+ flux ra-
tios in luminous-AGN-containing (U)LIRGs in general.
If the second excitation effects are largely responsible
for the higher HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios in AGNs than
in starbursts, the flux ratios can be different at differ-
ent J-transitions, in such a way that the ratios will de-
crease with increasing J-transitions in both AGNs and
starbursts, but will decrease more drastically in star-
bursts than in AGNs. Imanishi et al. (2016c) presented
the results of HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios at J=3–2 for a
large number of (U)LIRGs. However, the excitation ef-
fects can be hardly disentangled from abundance effects,
given only one J-transition. Extension to additional J-
transition lines is needed. In this paper, we present the
results of the HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios both at J=4–
3 and J=3–2, to see how the ratios vary at different
J-transitions. HNC J=3–2 and J=4–3 line data were
also taken to investigate their fluxes relative to HCN
and HCO+, and to constrain the third infrared radiative
pumping effects, because the infrared radiative pumping
rate for HNC, by absorbing infrared 21.5-µm photons, is
expected to be much higher than for HCN and HCO+
in (U)LIRGs (Aalto et al. 2007; Imanishi et al. 2016b).
Interesting features of detected molecular lines will also
be discussed. Throughout this paper, we adopt H0 = 71
km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73, to be consis-
tent with our previous studies on related scientific topics.
We use molecular parameters derived from the Cologne
Database of Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS) (Mu¨ller et
al. 2005) via Splatalogue (http://www.splatalogue.net).
HCN, HCO+, and HNC represent H12C14N, H12C16O+,
and H14N12C, respectively. When we say “molecular
line flux ratio”, we are referring to the “rotational J-
transition line flux ratio at v = 0”, unless otherwise
stated.
2. TARGETS
We observed eleven (U)LIRGs for which HCN J=3–
2 and HCO+ J=3–2 data had been taken with ALMA
(Imanishi et al. 2016c). Their basic information is sum-
marized in Table 1, and detailed observational properties
are described by Imanishi et al. (2016c). All galaxies are
categorized as ULIRGs (LIR > 10
12L⊙), except NGC
1614 (LIR ∼ 5 × 10
11L⊙; Table 1), which is classified
as a LIRG (Sanders & Mirabel 1996). In brief, these
galaxies have various types of infrared-diagnosed pri-
mary energy sources, from starburst-dominated to AGN-
dominated (Imanishi et al. 2016c), based on the strengths
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission and
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dust absorption features in infrared spectra (Imanishi
et al. 2007b; Veilleux et al. 2009; Imanishi et al. 2010;
Nardini et al. 2010). The LIRG NGC 1614 is classi-
fied as starburst-dominated. All ULIRGs, except IRAS
12112+0305, IRAS 22491−1808, IRAS 13509+0442, and
IRAS 20414−1651, show infrared-detectable luminous
AGN signatures (Imanishi et al. 2016c). We aim to in-
vestigate the variation of molecular line flux ratios as a
function of infrared-estimated primary energy sources at
J=3–2 and J=4–3, and to obtain information on how the
molecular line flux ratios differ at different J-transitions
due to excitation effects.
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Our observations of eleven (U)LIRGs in the HCN,
HCO+, and HNC J=4–3 lines in band 7 (275–373
GHz) and HNC J=3–2 line in band 6 (211–275 GHz)
were conducted within our ALMA Cycle 2 program
2013.1.00032.S (PI = M. Imanishi) and Cycle 3 program
2015.1.00027.S (PI = M. Imanishi). Table 2 summarizes
our observation details. The widest 1.875-GHz width
mode was adopted. In our approved ALMA proposals,
we requested to take HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, HNC
J=4–3, and HNC J=3–2 line data for all galaxies in Table
1. However, some targeted line data are not available for
a fraction of (U)LIRGs due to the scheduling constraints
of ALMA observations.
In band 7, HCN J=4–3 (rest-frame frequency νrest =
354.505 GHz) and HCO+ J=4–3 (νrest = 356.734 GHz)
lines were simultaneously covered, as well as the vibra-
tionally excited HCN v2=1, l=1f (hereafter v2=1f) J=4–
3 line (νrest = 356.256 GHz). HCN J=4–3 and HCO
+
J=4–3 lines were covered in USB or LSB of ALMA, de-
pending on Earth’s atmospheric transmission at the red-
shifted frequencies of targeted lines. When they were
observed in USB, the CS J=7–6 (νrest = 342.883 GHz)
line was included in LSB.
To obtain HNC J=4–3 (νrest = 362.630 GHz) line data
in band 7, we needed independent observations. The vi-
brationally excited HNC v2=1f J=4–3 (νrest = 365.147
GHz) line data were taken simultaneously. In band 6,
data of the HNC J=3–2 (νrest = 271.981 GHz) line, to-
gether with the vibrationally excited HNC v2=1f J=3–2
(νrest = 273.870 GHz) line, were obtained.
In addition to these lines, the isotopologue H13CN
J=3–2 (νrest = 259.012 GHz), H
13CO+ J=3–2 (νrest =
260.255 GHz), and HN13C J=3–2 (νrest = 261.263 GHz)
line data were taken independently for three ULIRGs,
which show HCN flux excesses and modestly bright
molecular emission lines (i.e., IRAS 08572+3915, IRAS
12112+0305, and IRAS 22491−1808) in our ALMA Cy-
cle 4 program 2016.1.00051.S (PI = M. Imanishi). The
details of these isotopologue observations are tabulated
also in Table 2. The primary aim was to estimate possible
flux attenuation by line opacity (not dust extinction) for
HCN, HCO+, and HNC, based on a comparison of HCN-
to-H13CN, HCO+-to-H13CO+, and HNC-to-HN13C flux
ratios at J=3–2 (Jimenez-Donaire et al. 2017; Imanishi
et al. 2017), to test the high HCN abundance scenario
in HCN-flux-enhanced AGN-containing ULIRGs, and to
obtain the intrinsic flux ratios among HCN, HCO+, and
HNC in this small sample. The H13CN J=3–2 line was
included in our HNC J=3–2 observations in Cycles 2 and
3. However, for the three ULIRGs, the integration time
in Cycle 2 was much shorter than the new isotopologue
observations in Cycle 4. We will use H13CN J=3–2 line
data taken in Cycle 4 for these three ULIRGs.
We used CASA (https://casa.nrao.edu) for our data
reduction, starting from calibrated data provided by
ALMA. All data delivered to us passed the quality check
by ALMA, except for the HNC J=4–3 data of IRAS
15250+3609, for which the achieved rms noise level was
about twice as large as that requested in our proposal.
However, the detected HNC J=4–3 emission line in IRAS
15250+3609 was brighter than our original conservative
estimate; thus, we decided to include the data for our
scientific discussion. We first checked the visibility plots
and chose channels free from strong emission lines to
extract continuum information. After subtracting the
continuum emission component using the CASA task
“uvcontsub”, we applied the “clean” procedure to cre-
ate continuum-subtracted molecular line data. We em-
ployed 40-channel spectral binning, or 20-channel bin-
ning if data were acquired and delivered with 2-channel
binning (Spec Avg. = 2 in the ALMA Observing Tool).
The final velocity resolutions were ∼20 km s−1. Band 7
spectra of a few sources were very spiky and did not have
sufficient signal-to-noise ratios; in this case, we applied
additional two spectral element binning to make molecu-
lar emission lines and continuum profiles smoother. The
employed pixel scale for the “clean” procedure ranged
from 0.′′03 pixel−1 to 0.′′1 pixel−1, depending on the ac-
tually achieved synthesized beam sizes. We set the pixel
scale smaller than one-third of the beam sizes. The
“clean” procedure was also applied to the continuum
data, with the 0.′′03–0.′′1 pixel−1 scale.
As the nuclear AGN-affected dense molecular gas of
ULIRGs is usually concentrated to ∼kpc or sub kpc, a
<1 arcsec angular resolution (<1.8 kpc at z ∼ 0.1) was
desired to investigate the physical properties, with min-
imum contamination from spatially extended molecular
gas predominantly affected by starburst activity. At the
same time, to recover the entire nuclear molecular gas
emission with the spatial extent of a maximum of a few
kpc, we avoided lengthy baseline array configurations.
In band 6, the requested array configurations resided be-
tween C34–2 (0.′′61 angular resolution [AR] and 7.′′8 max-
imum recoverable scale [MRS]) and C34–7 (AR ∼ 0.′′18
and MRS ∼ 4.′′0) in Cycle 2, between C36–2 (AR ∼ 0.′′8
and MRS ∼ 11.′′0) and C36–5 (AR ∼ 0.′′2 and MRS ∼
3.′′4) in Cycle 3, and between C40–2 (AR ∼1.′′0 and MRS
∼ 9.′′6) and C40–6 (AR ∼ 0.′′15 and MRS ∼ 1.′′3) in Cy-
cle 4. In band 7, the requested array configurations were
between C34–2 (AR ∼ 0.′′59 and MRS ∼ 7.′′6) and C34–7
(AR ∼ 0.′′12 and MRS ∼ 2.′′6) in Cycle 2, and between
C36–1 (AR ∼ 1.′′0 and MRS ∼ 7.′′3) and C36–4 (AR ∼
0.′′2 and MRS ∼ 2.′′8) in Cycle 3. The maximum recover-
able scale was smaller with the higher angular resolution
configuration. HCN, HCO+, and HNC emission lines at
J=3–2 and J=4–3 data were taken in Cycles 2 and 3. As
such, we should be able to recover the total molecular
emission within a spatial scale of a few arcsec. For NGC
1614, molecular emission is spatially more extended than
other ULIRGs (Imanishi & Nakanishi 2013a). ALMA
band 6 observation of NGC 1614 was conducted in Cy-
cle 2; thus, emission with a spatial extent of ∼4” was
recovered. According to the ALMA Cycles 2 and 3 Pro-
poser’s Guides, the absolute flux calibration uncertainty
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of bands 6 and 7 data is expected to be <10%. The po-
sition reference frames were FK5 for objects observed in
ALMA Cycle 2 and ICRS for those observed in ALMA
Cycles 3 and 4.
4. RESULTS
Figure 1 presents newly obtained continuum emission
images of IRAS 12112+0305, NGC 1614, and IRAS
13509+0442, all of which show some morphological struc-
tures, in addition to nuclear compact emission. The
continuum emission of the remaining ULIRGs is dom-
inated by a single nuclear compact source, as seen in
the continuum images at different frequencies (Imanishi
et al. 2016c), and is also shown in the Appendix (Figure
29). The continuum emission properties of all sources are
summarized in Table 3. Except for NGC 1614, the esti-
mated continuum flux levels in band 6 taken during HNC
J=3–2 observations (32b) (Table 3) agree within ∼20%
with those taken during HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–
2 observations (32a) (Imanishi et al. 2016c). The small
difference in the flux can be explained by the slight fre-
quency difference and maximum ∼10% absolute calibra-
tion uncertainty in individual ALMA observations. For
NGC 1614, the continuum flux difference is larger than
other ULIRGs, because it shows spatially extended struc-
tures and the continuum flux measurements were made
at slightly different positions. For IRAS 08572+3915,
IRAS 12112+0305, and IRAS 22491−1808, the contin-
uum flux levels in band 6 taken during the isotopo-
logue H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C J=3–2 observations
(iso32) were systematically smaller than the other band
6 data (Table 3). This can be explained by the lower fre-
quency (=longer wavelength) of the former data, because
dust thermal radiation is usually dominant in this fre-
quency range at νrest > 250 GHz. Continuum flux mea-
surements in band 7 were also consistent within <20%
between data taken during HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–
3 observations (43a) and HNC J=4–3 observations (43b),
except IRAS 15250+3609, which shows ∼30% discrep-
ancy. For the IRAS 15250+3609 data taken with HCN
J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3, LSB data as a whole were
flagged by the pipeline due to poor Earth atmospheric
transmission, which may cause some systematic differ-
ences.
Figures 2–12 show newly acquired ALMA spectra,
within the beam size, at the continuum emission
peak positions of individual galaxy nuclei. For IRAS
12112+0305, molecular emission line signatures were
present for both the north-eastern (NE) and south-
western (SW) nuclei, whose spectra are shown sepa-
rately in Figure 4. The expected observed frequencies of
J=3–2 of “HNC, H13CN, H13CO+, HN13C, HNC v2=1f”
and J=4–3 of “HCN, HCO+, HNC, HCN v2=1f, HNC
v2=1f” as well as other bright CS J=5–4 (νrest = 244.936
GHz), CS J=7–6 (νrest = 342.883 GHz), SiO J=6–5 (νrest
= 260.518 GHz), HC3N J=27–26 (νrest = 245.606 GHz),
and HC3N J=30–29 (νrest = 272.885 GHz) lines are in-
dicated with downward arrows. Other serendipitously
detected emission lines are also tentatively identified.
In the continuum images of IRAS 13509+0442 in Fig-
ure 1, a bright source was detected at ∼1′′ east and
8–9′′ north of the IRAS 13509+0442 nucleus. We de-
note this north-eastern source to as IRAS 13509+0442
NE. It was detected in the continuum emission map at
∼235 GHz with a flux of ∼1.9 mJy (Imanishi et al.
2016c). The continuum fluxes at ∼310 GHz in band 7
(3.6–4.1 mJy; Table 3) are a factor of ∼2 higher than
those at ∼235 GHz in band 6 (1.9–2.1 mJy; Table 3 and
Imanishi et al. (2016c)), which suggests that emission
in this frequency range comes from dust thermal radi-
ation, rather than synchrotron or thermal free-free ra-
diation. No clear emission lines were detected in the
ALMA spectra of IRAS 13509+0442 NE (see Figure
11 and Imanishi et al. (2016c)). At ∼5′′ from IRAS
13509+0442 NE in the north-east direction, a galaxy
(SDSS J135331.89+042816.4; z=0.186) was detected in
the optical range (0.3–1.0 µm) with the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS DR7) (Schneider et al. 2010), as well
as in the near-infrared (1.0–2.4 µm) with the UKIRT
Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) (Lawrence et al.
2007). However, we regard that this SDSS optical and
UKIDSS near-infrared source is not directly related to
IRAS 13509+0442 NE, because there is a ∼5′′ positional
offset, while the peak positions of the SDSS optical,
UKIDSS near-infrared, and ALMA (sub)millimeter data
agree well for ULIRG IRAS 13509+0442 itself. Thus,
IRAS 13509+0442 NE is a (sub)millimeter bright, but
optically and near-infrared faint object. No source is cat-
alogued at the position of IRAS 13509+0442 NE in the
Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST)
Survey data at radio 1.4 GHz (21 cm) (White et al.
1997). This kind of spectral energy distribution is of-
ten seen in distant dusty (U)LIRGs at z > 1 (Tamura
et al. 2014). Thus, IRAS 13509+0442 NE could be a
distant (U)LIRG.
In Figure 13, we display integrated intensity (mo-
ment 0) maps of the detected HNC J=3–2, HCN J=4–3,
HCO+ J=4–3, and HNC J=4–3 emission lines for the
observed ULIRGs, by summing spectral elements with
significant detection. For the HNC J=3–2 and HCO+
J=4–3 lines of IRAS 12112+0305, the moment 0 maps
at NE and SW nuclei are shown separately, because spec-
tral elements used for the creation of the moment 0 maps
differ slightly between NE and SW nuclei, due to a veloc-
ity shift. HCN J=4–3 and HNC J=4–3 emission lines are
not clearly detected in the SW nucleus. The HNC J=3–2
emission line of NGC 1614 shows spatially extended mor-
phology and its moment 0 map, together with spectra at
individual positions, are shown in Figure 14 separately.
Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7 summarize the properties of moment
0 maps of HNC J=3–2, HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, and
HNC J=4–3, respectively.
The integrated intensity (moment 0) maps of the iso-
topologue H13CN J=3–2, H13CO+ J=3–2, and HN13C
J=3–2 emission lines based on Cycle 4 data for
IRAS 08572+3915, IRAS 12112+0305 NE, and IRAS
22491−1808 are shown in Figure 15. Their properties
are summarized in Table 8. No clear isotopologue emis-
sion line was detected at IRAS 12112+0305 SW.
To estimate the intrinsic continuum emission sizes, af-
ter deconvolution, of the (U)LIRG’s nuclei, we use the
CASA task “imfit”. With the exception of NGC 1614,
for which the signatures of spatially extended structures
are evident in Figure 1 and the task “imfit” indeed pro-
vides intrinsic sizes substantially larger than the beam
sizes, the continuum emission of the remaining ULIRGs
is dominated by nuclear compact components. Table 9
lists the deconvolved continuum emission sizes in appar-
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ent scale in (mas) and physical scale in (pc). Here, we
note that the deconvolved sizes are in practice depen-
dent on the achieved synthesized beam sizes, because it
is usually difficult to constrain sizes much smaller than
the beam sizes. Thus, the synthesized beam size infor-
mation is shown in Table 9 for reference. In the case of
spatially unresolved continuum emission, more stringent
constraints are placed based on data with smaller syn-
thesized beam sizes. From Table 9, we can see that the
intrinsic continuum emission sizes of ULIRGs in band
7 (∼850 µm) and band 6 (∼1.2 mm) are constrained
to .500 pc, except IRAS 13509+0442, supporting the
previous suggestion based on high spatial-resolution mid-
infrared∼10 µm imaging observations (Soifer et al. 2000)
that the luminosities of nearby ULIRGs are generally
dominated by compact nuclear energy sources with .500
pc.
For IRAS 13509+0442, the sizes of the continuum-
emitting regions at ∼850 µm in band 7 and ∼1.2 mm in
band 6 are estimated to be ∼1 kpc. Although the synthe-
sized beam sizes for the observations of this ULIRG are
not very small, smaller apparent scales for the contin-
uum emission are derived with comparable beam sizes
for other ULIRGs (e.g., IRAS 15250+3609 and PKS
1345+12). The continuum emission of IRAS 13509+0442
is estimated to be spatially more extended than the
majority of other ULIRGs. IRAS 13509+0442 does
not exhibit obvious buried AGN signatures in the in-
frared (Imanishi et al. 2007b, 2010; Nardini et al. 2010).
IRAS 12112+0305 and IRAS 22491−1808 similarly show
starburst-like spectra without any discernible AGN sig-
nature in the infrared, and yet show signatures of vi-
brationally excited HCN v2=1f emission lines at J=3–2,
most likely originating in the infrared radiative pump-
ing by absorbing infrared photons coming from AGN-
heated hot dust emission (Imanishi et al. 2016c). IRAS
20414−1651 also has a similar starburst-dominated in-
frared spectral shape and shows some possible signa-
ture of the HCN v2=1f J=3–2 emission line, although
the detection significance is <3σ (Imanishi et al. 2016c).
IRAS 13509+0442 does not display even the signature
of the HCN v2=1f emission line at J=3–2 (Imanishi et
al. 2016c). No putative AGN in IRAS 13509+0442 is
discernible, and this ULIRG may be dominated by ∼1
kpc-scale starburst activity.
Table 10 summarizes the estimated intrinsic sizes of
molecular emission lines, after deconvolution, using the
CASA task “imfit” in the integrated intensity (moment
0) maps. Except NGC 1614, the molecular emission sizes
whenever constrained are smaller than the synthesized
beam sizes (Tables 4, 5, 6, 7). To estimate the line fluxes,
we fitted Gaussian curves to the continuum-subtracted
spectra, within the beam size, at the individual nuclear
positions. Gaussian fitting results for HNC J=3–2 in
band 6 for NGC 1614 and ULIRGs are shown in Figures
14 and 16, respectively. Those for HCN J=4–3, HCO+
J=4–3, and HNC J=4–3 emission lines in band 7 are dis-
played in Figure 17. In Figure 18, Gaussian fits to the
isotopologue H13CN J=3–2, H13CO+ J=3–2, and HN13C
J=3–2 emission lines taken in Cycle 4 are shown. The
following emission lines are clearly double-peaked: HNC
J=3–2 of IRAS 12127−1412; HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3,
and H13CN J=3–2 of IRAS 12112+0305NE; HCN J=4–3
and HCO+ J=4–3 of IRAS 15250+3609; and HCN J=4–
3, HCO+ J=4–3, and HNC J=4–3 of IRAS 20414−1651.
We employ two Gaussians to fit these double-peaked
emission lines. The Gaussian fit fluxes of HNC J=3–2,
HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, HNC J=4–3, and isotopo-
logue emission lines are summarized also in Tables 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8, respectively. Except NGC 1614, thanks to
the spatially compact molecular emission, the Gaussian
fits of the detected molecular emission lines in the spec-
tra within the beam sizes should recover the bulk of the
fluxes. These flux estimates will be used for our quanti-
tative discussion of the molecular line flux ratios, except
NGC 1614, for which we will use Gaussian fit fluxes in
the spatially integrated spectra.
In addition to the targeted main emission lines, signa-
tures of other molecular emission lines are discernible
in some objects. By using the Splatalogue database
(http://www.splatalogue.net), we attempted to identify
these faint molecular emission lines; however, this pro-
cess is complicated by the presence of multiple candi-
dates. Our tentative identifications of these lines, their
integrated intensity (moment 0) maps, Gaussian fits in
the spectra within the beam sizes, and emission line prop-
erties are summarized in the Appendix (Figures 30 and
31, and Table 16).
For IRAS 08572+3915, IRAS 12112+0305, and IRAS
22491−1808, H13CN J=3–2 lines were included in our
ALMA Cycle 2 data, in addition to the Cycle 4 deeper
data. For IRAS 08572+3915, the flux upper limit in Cy-
cle 2 data (Table 16) is higher than the detected flux in
deep Cycle 4 data (Table 8). For IRAS 12112+0305 NE
and IRAS 22491−1808, the H13CN J=3–2 fluxes based
on Gaussian fits are consistent between Cycle 2 and 4
data (Tables 8 and 16), if we allow ∼10% uncertainty
in the absolute flux calibration in individual ALMA ob-
servations. For these sources, we adopt deeper Cycle
4 data, because (1) the detection significance is higher,
and (2) not only H13CN J=3–2 but also H13CO J=3–
2 and HN13C J=3–2 data were taken simultaneously
with the same synthesized beam pattern, allowing a re-
liable comparison of the flux attenuation by line opacity
among HCN, HCO+, and HNC, based on the HCN-to-
H13CN, HCO+-to-H13CO+, and HNC-to-HN13C flux ra-
tios at J=3–2 (Jimenez-Donaire et al. 2017; Imanishi et
al. 2017). For other galaxies, H13CN J=3–2 emission line
fluxes or upper limits obtained from shallow Cycle 2 or
3 data will be used for discussion.
Table 11 tabulates the ratios of J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux
in (Jy km s−1) for HCN, HCO+, and HNC. The ratios
of HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-to-HNC flux in (Jy km s−1)
at J=4–3 and J=3–2 are summarized in Table 12.
In the spectrum of IRAS 12112+0305 NE in Figure
4c, we recognize an emission tail at the lower frequency
side of the bright HCO+ J=4–3 emission line. A simi-
lar profile was seen for the HCO+ J=3–2 emission line
in IRAS 12112+0305 NE (Imanishi et al. 2016c), as well
as in other (U)LIRGs (Aalto et al. 2015a,b; Imanishi et
al. 2016c). This is usually attributed to the contribution
from the vibrationally excited (v2=1f) HCN J=4–3 or
J=3–2 emission line (Aalto et al. 2015a,b; Imanishi et
al. 2016c). We make an integrated intensity (moment 0)
map, by integrating the continuum-subtracted emission
within the frequency range expected for the HCN v2=1f
J=4–3 emission line (331.5–332.2 GHz; shown as a hori-
zontal solid straight line in Figure 4c), which is displayed
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in Figure 19. The HCN v2=1f J=4–3 emission line may
be detected at ∼3σ level (Table 16 in Appendix) at the
continuum peak position of IRAS 12112+0305 NE.
IRAS 15250+3609 also displays signatures of the vi-
brationally excited HNC v2=1f J=4–3 emission line in
Figure 8d. Its integrated intensity (moment 0) map is
shown in Figure 19, and emission properties are sum-
marized in Table 16 in the Appendix. We obtain ∼5σ
detection, assuming that the excess emission tail at the
expected observed frequency of HNC v2=1f J=4–3 as
originating in this line. Some signatures of the HNC
v2=1f J=4–3 emission line may be seen in Superanten-
nae (Figure 3e) and IRAS 12112+0305 NE (Figure 4e);
however, their flux estimates are difficult, due to contam-
ination by the nearby strong emission line identified as
CH3OH 16(2,14)–16(−1,16) (νrest = 364.859 GHz).
During the observations of HNC J=3–2, the vibra-
tionally excited (v2=1f) HNC J=3–2 line was also cov-
ered. However, the signatures of the HNC v2=1f J=3–2
emission are not clear in any of the spectra in Figures 2–
12. We created integrated intensity (moment 0) maps of
the HNC v2=1f J=3–2 emission line, by summing several
spectral elements around its expected frequency, depend-
ing on the actual signal profile. However, detection was
<3σ for all sources, and the HNC v2=1f J=3–2 emission
line with >0.3 (Jy beam−1 km s−1) was not observed in
any source.
Figures 20 and 21 display intensity-weighted mean ve-
locity (moment 1) and intensity-weighted velocity disper-
sion (moment 2) maps of the strongly detected (>10σ)
HNC J=3–2, HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, and HNC
J=4–3 emission lines in selected galaxies. In addition
to these targeted lines, the moment 1 and 2 maps of the
serendipitously detected bright CS J=5–4 emission lines
in our deep Cycle 4 data of IRAS 12112+0305 NE and
IRAS 22491−1808 are shown in the Appendix (Figures
32 and 33).
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. P Cygni Profiles and Molecular Outflow
5.1.1. IRAS 15250+3609
IRAS 15250+3609 shows a broad negative absorp-
tion feature at the 0.4–0.5 GHz higher frequency (=
blueshifted) side of the HCO+ J=4–3 emission line in
Figure 8c. A similar broad negative absorption feature
was detected at the higher frequency (blueshifted) side of
the HCO+ J=3–2 emission line (Imanishi et al. 2016c).
These absorption profiles are naturally interpreted as
outflowing material, in which blueshifted gas in front
of the nucleus absorbs the background nuclear contin-
uum emission. Figure 22 presents detailed line profiles
of HCN, HCO+, and HNC at J=4–3 and J=3–2, rel-
ative to the systemic velocity. HCO+ displays a clear
broad blueshifted absorption feature at J=4–3 and J=3–
2, whereas HCN and HNC do not. By summing negative
signals at the absorption features at −400 ∼ −215 (km
s−1) for HCO+ J=4–3 and −850 ∼ −188 (km s−1) for
HCO+ J=3–2 in Figure 22, we obtain −0.49 (Jy beam−1
km s−1) (5.4σ) and −0.47 (Jy beam−1 km s−1) (4.9σ)
in the integrated intensity (moment 0) maps for HCO+
J=4–3 and J=3–2, respectively. In the nearby well-
studied ULIRG, Arp 220 (z=0.018), stronger blueshifted
absorption profiles were observed for HCO+ than HCN
at J=4–3 and J=3–2 (Sakamoto et al. 2009; Scoville et
al. 2015; Martin et al. 2016) in a similar way to IRAS
15250+3609. HCO+ may be more abundant than HCN
and HNC in the outflowing gas in these ULIRGs.
In Figure 22, emission sub-peaks appear at 400–500
km s−1 on the redshifted (lower frequency) side of HCN
J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, HCN J=3–2, and HCO+ J=3–2
emission lines. We interpret that these sub-peaks orig-
inate in emission from redshifted outflow components,
as opposed to other weaker emission lines, because both
the blueshifted absorption (for HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–
2) and redshifted emission lines show peaks at ±400–
500 km s−1, relative to the systemic velocity of IRAS
15250+3609 (Figure 22). The sub-peak emission, rel-
ative to the main emission component, is stronger for
HCO+ than HCN. This is naturally reproduced by out-
flowing material if HCO+ is more abundant than HCN
there.
The vibrationally excited HCN v2=1f J=4–3 and J=3–
2 emission lines are located at the∼400 km s−1 redshifted
(lower frequency) side of HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 emis-
sion lines, respectively (Sakamoto et al. 2010; Imanishi
& Nakanishi 2013b; Aalto et al. 2015b; Martin et al.
2016; Imanishi et al. 2016b, 2017). However, we regard
that the sub-peaks for HCO+ are unlikely to come solely
from these HCN v2=1f emission lines for the following
two reasons. First, the sub-peaks are detected also at
the 400–500 km s−1 redshifted side of HCN J=4–3 and
J=3–2 emission lines, which cannot be explained by the
HCN v2=1f emission lines. Second, for the sub-peaks
of HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 emission lines, the observed
peak frequencies are νobs ∼ 337.55 GHz and 253.15 GHz
(Imanishi et al. 2016c), respectively, which correspond to
rest-frequencies with νrest ∼ 356.18 GHz and 267.12 GHz
at the molecular-line-derived redshift of z=0.0552. The
vibrationally excited HCN v2=1f emission lines at J=4–
3 (νrest = 356.26 GHz) and J=3–2 (νrest = 267.20 GHz)
are ∼0.08 GHz shifted to the higher frequency side of the
sub-peaks of HCO+ J=4–3 and HCO+ J=3–2. In an-
other ULIRG IRAS 20551−4250 at z=0.0430, for which
we argued the detection of HCN v2=1f J=4–3 and J=3–2
emission lines, their redshifted frequencies agree (within
<<0.08 GHz) with the frequencies of the observed sub-
peak emission for HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 (Imanishi &
Nakanishi 2013b; Imanishi et al. 2016c, 2017).
The rest frequencies for the individual emission sub-
peaks for HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, HCN J=3–2, and
HCO+ J=3–2 are νrest ∼ 354.02 GHz, 356.18 GHz,
265.49 GHz, and 267.12 GHz, respectively. Based on
the Splatalogue database (http://www.splatalogue.net),
SO2 emission lines are present at close to the frequencies
of individual sub-peaks, SO2 47(5,43)–48(2,46) (νrest =
354.08 GHz), SO2 15(7,9)–16(6,10) (νrest = 356.04 GHz),
SO2 34(4,30)–34(3,31) (νrest = 265.48 GHz), and SO2
63(6,58)–62(7,55) (νrest = 267.19 GHz). However, the
SO2 frequency is offset, relative to the sub-peak, to the
higher frequency side in some cases and lower frequency
side in others, making it difficult to interpret that all four
sub-peaks originate solely from SO2 emission.
Summarizing, the broad negative absorption at the
400–500 km s−1 blueshifted side and sub-peak emission
at the 400–500 km s−1 redshifted side of HCO+ emission
lines at J=4–3 and J=3–2 can naturally be explained by
HCO+ outflow. Narrow absorption features at the red-
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shifted side of HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 lines, at the ve-
locity of ∼250–300 km s−1, were also observed (Figure 22
and Imanishi et al. (2016c)). As the signals at the center
of these absorption features are negative, these features
cannot be explained solely by self-absorption inside red-
shifted outflowing gas; absorption of background contin-
uum emission by foreground gas is required. A similar
narrow absorption feature was detected at the velocity
of ∼250 km s−1 in the OH line data at far-infrared 65–
119 µm and was interpreted as inflow origin (Veilleux et
al. 2013; Gonzalez-Alfonso et al. 2017). Thus, we regard
that the redshifted narrow absorption features of HCO+
J=4–3 and HCO+ J=3–2 are due to inflowing gas.
Regarding the blueshifted broad absorption, adopting
the continuum flux levels of ∼16.9 (mJy beam−1) (Ta-
ble 3) and ∼11 (mJ beam−1) (Imanishi et al. 2016c),
the above estimated integrated intensities of −0.49 (Jy
beam−1 km s−1) (5.4σ) and −0.47 (Jy beam−1 km s−1)
(4.9σ) (paragraph 1 of this subsection) provide the ab-
sorption equivalent widths to be 2.9 × 106 (cm s−1) and
4.3 × 106 (cm s−1) for HCO+ J=4–3 and HCO+ J=3–2,
respectively. We then convert these absorption equiva-
lent widths (EW) to the column density, using the for-
mula
EW =
λ3Aulgu
8pigl
×N (1)
(Rybicki & Lightman 1979; Gonzalez-Alfonso et al.
2014), where EW is in units of (cm s−1), λ is wavelength
in (cm), Aul is the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous
emission from the upper (u) level to the lower (l) level in
units of (s−1), gu and gl are the statistical weights at the
upper and lower levels, respectively, and N is the column
density in the lower energy level in units of (cm−2). The
statistical weight of level J is 2J+1. Aul values for HCO
+
J=4–3 and J=3–2 are 35.7 × 10−4 (s−1) and 14.5 ×
10−4 (s−1), respectively, based on data from the Cologne
Database of Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS) (Mu¨ller et
al. 2005) via Splatalogue (http://www.splatalogue.net).
From these values, the column density of HCO+ at J=3
and J=2 in the blueshifted outflowing molecular gas is
2.7 × 1013 (cm−2) and 3.8 × 1013 (cm−2), respectively.
Thus, the HCO+ column density in the blueshifted out-
flowing gas in front of the nuclear continuum-emitting en-
ergy source is at least >6 × 1013 (cm−2), because HCO+
should be populated at other J-levels than J=3 and J=2.
Adopting the HCO+-to-H2 abundance ratio of ∼10
−8
(Greve et al. 2009), the molecular H2 column density
of the blueshifted outflowing gas in IRAS 15250+3609 is
estimated to be NH2 > 6 × 10
21 (cm−2). In this equa-
tion, we do not take into account the emission within
the absorbing gas. The actual NH2 values must be even
higher, because (1) emission by the approaching gas it-
self fills in the absorption features and (2) the population
in levels other than J=3 and J=2 is ignored.
We next derive the molecular outflow rate (M˙outf) from
the redshifted emission sub-peak, based on the assump-
tion that the sub-peak originates from redshifted outflow-
ing gas. This is because blueshifted absorption features
can be diluted by emission within the same blueshifted
outflowing molecular gas and thus the molecular outflow
rate can be underestimated. The integrated intensity of
the redshifted emission sub-peaks of HCO+ J=4–3 and
HCO+ J=3–2 are 2.0 (Jy beam−1 km s−1) (10.8σ) and
0.77 (Jy beam−1 km s−1) (9.1σ), respectively. Assuming
that the blueshifted outflow gas has the same amount
of emission, we obtain HCO+ J=4–3 and HCO+ J=3–
2 emission line luminosities in outflowing gas to be 5.6
× 107 (K km s−1 pc2) and 3.9 × 107 (K km s−1 pc2),
respectively, based on equation (3) of Solomon & Van-
den Bout (2005). Assuming that the HCO+ J=4–3 and
HCO+ J=3–2 emission lines are thermalized 2 and op-
tically thick, and that the relationship between dense
molecular mass and HCO+ J=1–0 luminosity is the same
as that between dense molecular mass and HCN J=1–0
luminosity, Mdense = 10 × HCN J=1–0 luminosity [M⊙
(K km s−1 pc2)−1] (Gao & Solomon 2004a) 3, the out-
flowing dense molecular mass would be Moutf = 5.6 × 10
8
M⊙ and 3.9 × 10
8 M⊙ from HCO
+ J=4–3 and HCO+
J=3–2 data, respectively. Both Moutf values agree within
∼30%. We adopt the value from HCO+ J=3–2 data to
be conservative.
From Figure 22b, the outflow velocity of V = 500 km
s−1 is adopted for IRAS 15250+3609. In Figure 23, the
peak position of the blueshifted HCO+ J=3–2 absorp-
tion and redshifted HCO+ J=3–2 emission is displaced
with 0.′′14 or ∼160 pc in projected distance. Adopting
the outflowing gas size of R ∼ 80 pc from the nucleus
and the relation of M˙outf = 3 × Moutf × V/R (Maiolino
et al. 2012; Cicone et al. 2014), we obtain a molecular
outflow rate with M˙outf ∼ 750 (M⊙ yr
−1). If we adopt
the formula of M˙outf = Moutf × V/R (Gonzalez-Alfonso
et al. 2017; Veilleux et al. 2017), the outflow rate is a fac-
tor of 3 lower (i.e., ∼250 M⊙ yr
−1.) Adopting the ∼50%
AGN contribution to the infrared luminosity of IRAS
15250+3609 (Nardini et al. 2008, 2009, 2010), the AGN
luminosity is LAGN ∼ 1.9 × 10
45 erg s−1. The estimated
molecular outflow rate in IRAS 15250+3609 follows the
relation between the AGN luminosity and molecular out-
flow rate established in other AGN-containing ULIRGs
(Cicone et al. 2014). The molecular outflow kinetic power
is Poutf ≡ 0.5 × M˙outf × V
2 ∼ 2.0–5.9 × 1043 (erg s−1)
or ∼1–3% of the AGN luminosity. The molecular outflow
momentum rate is P˙outf ≡ M˙outf × V ∼ 0.8–2.4 × 10
31
(kg m s−2). This is ∼12–37 × LAGN/c, and supports the
energy conserving outflow scenario rather than the accel-
eration by radiation pressure (Cicone et al. 2014). Over-
all, the outflow properties of IRAS 15250+3609 are sim-
ilar to those in other molecular-outflow-detected AGN-
containing-ULIRGs (Cicone et al. 2014; Imanishi et al.
2017).
5.1.2. IRAS 12112+0305 NE
Broad negative absorption features also appear at the
higher frequency (blueshifted) side of the SiO J=6–5
emission line in the spectrum of IRAS 12112+0305 NE
in Figure 4g. Tunnard et al. (2015) observed the same
line in the well-studied ULIRG, Arp 220 (z=0.018) and
detected the P Cygni profile at the blueshifted side of the
2 If these emission lines are sub-thermally excited, the derived
J=1–0 luminosity will increase and the estimated molecular mass
will be even higher.
3 The relation between dense molecular mass and HCO+ J=1–0
luminosity has not been established in galaxies. As HCN J=1–0
and HCO+ J=1–0 luminosities are usually comparable within a
factor of a few in the majority of galaxies (Kohno 2005; Krips et
al. 2008; Imanishi et al. 2007a, 2009), we make this assumption.
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SiO J=6–5 line; this was ascribed to SiO outflow. Fig-
ure 24 plots the line profiles with respect to the systemic
velocity at z=0.0730 (Vsys = 21900 km s
−1) for the SiO
J=6–5 line. A textbook-type P Cygni profile, with red-
shifted emission and blueshifted absorption features, is
seen. Figure 24 also shows a negative narrow absorption
feature on the redshifted (lower frequency) side of the
SiO J=6–5 emission line as well, which may be due to
(1) inflowing gas traced by the SiO J=6–5 line and/or
(2) the P Cygni profile of the H13CO+ J=3–2 emission
line. However, given that the detection significance of
this narrow absorption feature in an integrated intensity
map that we created was <3σ, we do not discuss this
feature further.
The integrated intensity at the blueshifted SiO J=6–5
absorption features at −190 ∼ −10 (km s−1) in Figure 24
provides a negative signal of −0.11 (Jy beam−1 km s−1)
(4.6σ). Its absolute value is smaller than the integrated
intensity of the redshifted emission part of SiO J=6–5 at
+14 ∼ +195 (km s−1) with 0.18 (Jy beam−1 km s−1)
(7.3σ), again suggesting that the blueshifted SiO J=6–5
absorption feature is filled in by emission within the ab-
sorbing gas. Adopting the continuum flux level of ∼4.6
(mJy beam−1) at the frequency of SiO J=6–5 (Table
3), we obtain an equivalent width of the blueshifted SiO
J=6–5 absorption feature of 2.4 × 106 (cm s−1). Based
on equation (1) and the Einstein coefficient of Aul =
9.1 × 10−4 for SiO J=6–5 (http://www.splatalogue.net),
we obtain SiO column density at J=5 in the blueshifted
outflowing gas in front of the continuum-emitting en-
ergy source of N(SiO J=5) = 3.6 × 1013 cm−2. SiO is
well known to be a good tracer of shocked gas (Martin-
Pintado et al. 1992). The SiO-to-H2 abundance ratio
in shocked gas is estimated to be 10−10–10−9 (Garcia-
Burillo et al. 2001; Usero et al. 2006; Garcia-Burillo et
al. 2010). Adopting the highest value of 10−9, we ob-
tain the conservative molecular H2 column density in the
outflow to be NH2 ∼ 3.6 × 10
22 (cm−2). This is again
a lower limit, because (1) the absorption feature in the
blueshifted outflowing gas can be diluted by the emis-
sion from the same gas and (2) the SiO-to-H2 abundance
ratio can be lower than the adopted conservative value
of 10−9. For IRAS 12112+0305 NE, we did not esti-
mate the molecular outflow rate, outflow kinetic power,
or momentum rate, given the large ambiguity of the con-
version from the SiO J=6–5 emission line luminosity to
H2 molecular mass.
5.2. Molecular Line Flux Ratios
5.2.1. Observed HCN-to-HCO+ Flux Ratios
The HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios of the observed
(U)LIRGs at J=4–3 and J=3–2 are plotted in the or-
dinate of Figure 25. As previously seen at J=3–2 (Iman-
ishi et al. 2016c), ULIRGs with infrared-identified lu-
minous AGNs show elevated HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios
at J=4–3, compared with the known starburst-classified
galaxies, NGC 1614, IRAS 12112+0305 SW, and IRAS
13509+0442. The three ULIRGs with no obvious in-
frared AGN signatures, IRAS 12112+0305 NE, IRAS
22491−1808, and IRAS 20414−1651, also show elevated
HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios at J=4–3, as previously rec-
ognized at J=3–2 (Imanishi et al. 2016c). These three
ULIRGs show signatures of vibrationally excited HCN
v2=1f J=3–2 emission lines, although the detection sig-
nificance is <3σ for IRAS 20414−1651 (Imanishi et
al. 2016c). In our new ALMA data, the signature of
the HCN v2=1f J=4–3 emission line is seen in IRAS
12112+0305 NE (Figures 4c and 19), which can be taken
as an AGN signature, because vibrational excitation of
HCN is most likely due to infrared radiative pumping
by AGN-heated hot dust emission (§1). If we adopt the
HCN v2=1f J=4–3 emission line flux of 1.1 (Jy beam
−1
km s−1) estimated from the moment 0 map (3.0σ de-
tection, Table 16), the HCN v2=1f to v=0 flux ratio
at J=4–3 of ∼0.17 is even higher than that of IRAS
20551−4250 (∼0.04), the AGN-containing ULIRG with
clearly detectable HCN v2=1f emission lines at J=4–
3 and J=3–2, thanks to very small observed molecu-
lar line widths (Imanishi & Nakanishi 2013b; Imanishi
et al. 2016b, 2017). For IRAS 12112+0305 NE and
IRAS 22491−1808, the HCN v2=1f to v=0 flux ratios
at J=3–2, estimated in the same way as J=4–3, are
both ∼0.06, which is also higher than that of IRAS
20551−4250 (∼0.04) (Imanishi et al. 2016b,c). Although
some emission component of the nearby bright HCO+
v=0 line may contaminate the moment 0 maps of the
HCN v2=1f line, the HCN v2=1f line is estimated to
be emitted fairly strongly in IRAS 12112+0305 NE and
IRAS 22491−1808. The HCN v2=1f J=4–3 and J=3–
2 emission lines can be produced in regions where the
infrared 14 µm photons are available to vibrationally ex-
cite HCN to the v2=1 level. In fact, the emission lines
have been detected in Galactic stars and star-forming
regions (Ziurys & Turner 1986; Mills et al. 2013; Veach
et al. 2013; Nagy et al. 2015). However, Imanishi et al.
(2016b) estimated that the HCN v2=1f J=4–3 to infrared
luminosity ratio in IRAS 20551−4250 is more than a fac-
tor of four higher than the Galactic active star-forming
core W49A. An AGN scenario is preferred, because the
infrared radiative pumping is much more efficient in an
AGN than in a starburst (§1). These two ULIRGs may
contain luminous AGNs that are too highly obscured
to be detectable in infrared spectra, but are detected
in our (sub)millimeter observations due to smaller dust
extinction effects. IRAS 12112+0305 NE shows a de-
tectable CS J=7–6 emission line (Figure 4d). The ob-
served HCN J=4–3 to CS J=7–6 flux ratio for IRAS
12112+0305 NE is estimated to be ∼5 (Tables 5 and
16), which is in the range occupied by AGNs (Izumi et al.
2016), supporting the AGN-important scenario for IRAS
12112+0305 NE. We thus regard IRAS 12112+0305 NE
and IRAS 22491−1808 as ULIRGs containing infrared-
elusive, but (sub)millimeter detectable, extremely deeply
buried AGNs. For IRAS 20414−1651, we need higher
quality data to investigate if it belongs to this class of
object. We have confirmed the trend of elevated HCN-
to-HCO+ flux ratios in AGNs at J=3–2 and J=4–3 com-
pared to starburst-dominated galaxies, as previously ar-
gued at J=1–0 (Kohno 2005; Krips et al. 2008; Privon et
al. 2015).
Since HCN has a factor of ∼5 higher critical density
than HCO+ at the same J-transition under the same
line opacity (Meijerink et al. 2007; Greve et al. 2009),
HCN excitation can be more sub-thermal (meaning that
the excitation temperature Tex is much smaller than the
molecular gas kinetic temperature Tkin) than HCO
+,
particularly at higher-J transitions. If HCN is only sub-
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thermally excited in starburst galaxies, while its excita-
tion is thermal (Tex ∼ Tkin) in warm and highly dense
molecular gas in the close vicinity of AGNs, then this dif-
ferent excitation could partly explain the trend of higher
HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios in AGN-important galaxies
than in starburst galaxies. A comparison of the HCN
J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios and HCO+ J=4–3 to J=3–2
flux ratios is shown in Figure 26. The ratios of “HCO+
J=4–3-to-J=3–2 flux ratios”-to-“HCN J=4–3-to-J=3–2
flux ratios” are not systematically different between star-
burst galaxies (objects A and K) and AGN-important
ULIRGs (other than A and K). Excitation has a limited
effect for the different HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios between
AGNs and starbursts.
Another mechanism that could explain the difference
in the HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios is abundance. If HCN
abundance, relative to HCO+, is elevated in AGNs com-
pared with starbursts, then higher HCN-to-HCO+ flux
ratios in AGNs can naturally be explained. The elevated
HCN abundance in AGNs suggests that flux attenuation
by line opacity (not dust extinction) can be higher for
HCN than HCO+. In this case, (1) the observed HCN-
to-HCO+ flux ratios in AGNs can be smaller than the
intrinsic ratios, and (2) the excess of the observed HCN-
to-HCO+ flux ratios could apparently disappear in some
HCN-abundance-enhanced AGNs in Figure 25.
To investigate the abundance ratio of HCN and HCO+,
we tabulate in Table 13 the HCN-to-H13CN and HCO+-
to-H13CO+ flux ratios at J=3–2, based on our deep Cycle
4 isotopologue observations. The flux ratios of HCN-to-
H13CN and HCO+-to-H13CO+ at J=3–2 are expected
to be comparable, if all emission lines are optically thin
and an intrinsic flux ratio of main molecule to its isotopo-
logue line at J=3–2 = α × main-to-isotopologue abun-
dance ratio (= 12C-to-13C ratio), where α is compara-
ble for HCN and HCO+ 4. In Table 13, the observed
HCN-to-H13CN flux ratios are substantially smaller than
the HCO+-to-H13CO+ flux ratios in IRAS 08572+3915,
IRAS 12112+0305 NE, and IRAS 22491−1808. Based
on the reasonable assumption that isotopologue emis-
sion lines are optically thin, it is suggested that the
HCN J=3–2 flux attenuation by line opacity is higher
than HCO+ J=3–2. Higher HCN abundance, relative to
HCO+, is a natural explanation.
For other sources, H13CO+ J=3–2 data were not taken,
and only shallow H13CN J=3–2 line data were obtained
in Cycle 2 or 3. Table 14 summarizes the HCN-to-
H13CN flux ratios at J=3–2 for these sources. Only IRAS
15250+3609 shows a detectable H13CN J=3–2 emission
line, and the HCN-to-H13CN flux ratio at J=3–2 (∼12) is
as small as the above three ULIRGs, suggesting that the
4 The most abundant isotopologue is generally more highly ex-
cited than the low abundant isotopologue through collisions, due
to a larger line opacity (τ) and resulting smaller effective critical
density (∝ 1/τ). Thus, the α value is likely to be larger than unity.
This excitation difference at J=3–2 between a main and isotopo-
logue line, and thereby the α value can be different between HCN
and HCO+. If HCN abundance is higher than HCO+ as expected
(§1), the effective critical density of HCN will be reduced more than
that of HCO+. It is likely that excitation to J=3–2 is promoted
more for HCN and the intrinsic HCN-to-H13CN J=3–2 flux ratio
is higher than the intrinsic HCO+-to-H13CO+ J=3–2 flux ratio.
The estimated HCN J=3–2 flux attenuation derived from the com-
parison of the intrinsic and observed HCN-to-H13CN J=3–2 flux
ratio will be even larger, strengthening our high HCN abundance
scenario.
HCN J=3–2 flux is significantly attenuated by line opac-
ity. IRAS 15250+3609 shows a higher HCN-to-HCO+
flux ratio than starburst galaxies. It is possible that high
HCN abundance is responsible for the ratio.
5.2.2. Observed HCN-to-HNC Flux Ratios
Regarding the HCN-to-HNC flux ratios in the abscissa
of Figure 25, AGN-hosting ULIRGs with high observed
HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios show a wide range of HCN-
to-HNC flux ratios at J=3–2 and J=4–3. We see a
trend that ULIRGs with optically identified Seyfert-type
AGNs (e.g., G: Superantennae, I: PKS 1345+12) dis-
tribute at the right side with higher HCN-to-HNC flux
ratios than those with optically elusive, but infrared-
identified buried AGNs (e.g., C: IRAS 20551−4250,
D: IRAS 08572+3915, H: IRAS 15250+3609; J: IRAS
06035−7102, L: IRAS 12127−1412) (Veilleux et al.
1999). The two ULIRGs with optically and infrared-
elusive but (sub)millimeter detectable extremely deeply
buried AGNs (E: IRAS 12112+0305 NE and F: IRAS
22491−1808) distribute at the left side with small HCN-
to-HNC flux ratios.
The HNC abundance is known to be relatively low
in high radiation density environments in close vicinity
to luminous energy sources (either AGNs and/or star-
bursts) (Schilke et al. 1992; Hirota et al. 1998; Graninger
et al. 2014). In an optically-identifiable Seyfert-type
AGN, the column density of the obscuring material
around a central AGN is modest, and the HNC abun-
dance can be smaller than that of HCN in a large frac-
tion of molecular gas volume. In an optically-elusive,
but infrared-detectable buried AGN, the column density
of the obscuring material is expected to be higher than
the Seyfert-type optically-detectable AGN (Imanishi et
al. 2006a, 2008). It can be even higher in an optically-
and infrared-elusive, but (sub)millimeter-detectable, ex-
tremely deeply buried AGN. The volume fraction of
molecular gas with sufficient HNC abundance can be
higher in AGNs with a larger column of surrounding ma-
terial, due to shielding. The overall observed trend of
the HCN-to-HNC flux ratios may be caused by the dif-
ferences in the molecular column density around central
AGNs. In the literature, low HCN-to-HNC flux ratios at
J=3–2 were found in Arp 220, Mrk 231, and NGC 4418
(Aalto et al. 2007), all which are (or may be) classified as
containing buried AGNs surrounded by a large amount
of obscuring material (Dudley & Wynn-Williams 1997;
Spoon et al. 2001; Imanishi et al. 2004; Armus et al. 2007;
Downes & Eckart 2007; Veilleux et al. 2009; Gonzalez-
Alfonso et al. 2013; Aalto et al. 2015a; Sakamoto et al.
2017), supporting our scenario.
Both HCN and HNC have a comparable critical den-
sity at the same J-transitions under the same line opacity
(Greve et al. 2009). For IRAS 12112+0305 NE (object E
in Figure 25) and IRAS 22491−1808 (object F in Figure
25), the HCN-to-H13CN J=3–2 flux ratios are smaller
than the HNC-to-HN13C J=3–2 flux ratios (Table 13),
suggesting higher HCN J=3–2 line opacity and thereby
higher HCN abundance than HNC. For ULIRGs with
HCN-to-HNC flux ratios larger than unity in Figure 25,
it is naively expected that HCN abundance is higher than
HNC. In this case, the effective critical density (∝1/τ ; τ
is optical depth) of HCN is smaller than HNC, so that
HCN can be more easily excited by collision than HNC
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and that HCN J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios can be sys-
tematically higher than HNC J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios.
The comparison of the J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios be-
tween HCN and HNC in Figure 26 does not show such
an expected trend. Instead, the bulk of ULIRGs tend to
show slightly higher J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios for HNC
than HCN (filled symbols above the solid dashed line).
A possible mechanism to explain the higher J=4–3 to
J=3–2 flux ratios for HNC than HCN is infrared radiative
pumping. HCN and HNC can be vibrationally excited by
absorbing infrared ∼14 µm and ∼21.5 µm photons, re-
spectively, and through the decay back to the vibrational
ground level (v=0), the rotational J-transition fluxes of
HCN and HNC at v=0 could be enhanced, as compared
to collisional excitation alone. Since the number of in-
frared ∼21.5 µm photons is usually higher than that of
∼14 µm photons in actual (U)LIRGs, HNC is more eas-
ily vibrationally excited than HCN (Aalto et al. 2007;
Imanishi et al. 2016b, 2017). Since an AGN can emit
mid-infrared 10–25 µm continuum from hot dust more
efficiently than a starburst, this infrared radiative pump-
ing has stronger effects in an AGN than in a starburst.
In Figure 26, a higher J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratio for HNC
than HCN is seen particularly in IRAS 12112+1305 NE
(object E), which is diagnosed to contain an extremely
deeply buried AGN. It is possible that infrared radia-
tive pumping contributes to an increase in the ratios for
HNC in Figure 26, even though the detection of the HNC
v2=1f emission lines is not clear partly due to contami-
nation by other nearby bright emission lines.
In molecular gas around a central AGN, the infrared
21.5 µm to 14 µm continuum flux ratio at the outer part
is expected to be higher than the inner part, due to the
reddening of the infrared continuum by dust extinction.
If HNC abundance increases substantially at the outer
part of the obscuring material due to shielding, then en-
hancement of the HNC flux, relative to the HCN flux via
infrared radiative pumping can be stronger there than
in the inner part. This can partly work to decrease the
HCN-to-HNC flux ratios in buried AGNs surrounded by
a large column density of obscuring molecular gas more
than those in optically identified Seyfert-type AGNs with
a modest amount of surrounding obscuring material, as
observed in Figure 25.
5.2.3. Intrinsic HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-to-HNC Flux
Ratios
If the enhanced HCN emission line fluxes in AGN-
important ULIRGs are due to elevated HCN abun-
dance, then flux attenuation by line opacity is expected
to be higher for HCN than HCO+ and HNC. In this
case, the observed HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-to-HNC
flux ratios are smaller than the intrinsic values cor-
rected for line opacities. For ULIRGs with detected iso-
topologue H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C J=3–2 emission
lines (IRAS 12112+0305 NE and IRAS 22491−1808),
we can estimate the HCN-to-H13CN, HCO+-to-H13CO+,
and HNC-to-HN13C flux ratios at J=3–2. As explained
in §5.2.1 (paragraph 4), if the observed flux ratios are
smaller than the 12C-to-13C abundance ratio of 50–100
estimated for ULIRGs (Henkel & Mauersberger 1993;
Henkel et al. 1993; Martin et al. 2010; Henkel et al.
2014; Sliwa & Downes 2017), we attribute the difference
to the flux attenuation of the main molecule (i.e., HCN,
HCO+, HNC) by line opacity. We derive the ratio of flux
attenuation between HCN and HCO+ (HNC) and plot
in Figure 25 the intrinsic HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-to-
HNC flux ratios after line opacity correction 5. The same
intrinsic flux ratios for AGN-containing ULIRG IRAS
20551−4205 (Imanishi et al. 2016b, 2017) are also plot-
ted in Figure 25. In the intrinsic flux ratios, AGNs with
elevated HCN abundance and starburst galaxies are sep-
arated more clearly than in the observed flux ratios, mak-
ing the distinction of AGNs and starbursts even more
solid. Strictly speaking, the correction must be applied
to starburst galaxies (objects A, B, and K in Figure 25) in
the same way as the AGN-important HCN-flux-enhanced
ULIRGs, but we have no isotopologue data for these star-
burst galaxies. Starbursts show non-high HCN-to-HCO+
flux ratios at various J-transitions (Kohno 2005; Imanishi
et al. 2007a; Krips et al. 2008; Imanishi et al. 2009; Privon
et al. 2015; Izumi et al. 2016; Imanishi et al. 2016c), in-
cluding J=1–0 where unlike higher J-transitions, excita-
tion of both HCN and HCO+ is expected to be close
to thermal in typical starbursts. A much higher HCN
abundance than HCO+ is not required to explain the ob-
served non-high HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios in starbursts.
It is very unlikely that starburst galaxies will move to
the upper-right direction substantially after possible line
opacity correction.
Our results suggest that in AGN-important ULIRGs,
(1) HCN abundance is high, (2) HCN flux is high, and
(3) HCN line opacity is larger than unity. These three
derived indications can be reconciled if molecular gas is
clumpy (Solomon et al. 1987), where HCN flux increase
is expected with increased HCN abundance even under
larger line opacity than unity, because the surface area
of line-emitting regions in individual clumps can increase
with increasing line opacity, providing a larger area filling
factor of line-emitting regions inside a molecular cloud
(Imanishi et al. 2007a). However, the indications are
difficult to explain if molecular gas spatially distributes
smoothly, because in this geometry, HCN flux saturates
when HCN line opacity exceeds unity. We thus re-
gard that molecular gas in the observed AGN-important
HCN-flux-excess ULIRGs consists of a clumpy structure.
In Figure 25, the observed HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-
to-HNC flux ratios at J=3–2 and J=4–3 are high in Su-
perantennae (object G), which shows by far the largest
molecular line widths (Tables 4–7 and Imanishi et al.
(2016c)). According to the original clumpy molecu-
lar gas model in our Milky Way galaxy (Solomon et
al. 1987), line opacity predominantly comes within in-
dividual clumps, with a minor contribution from fore-
ground different clumps in a molecular cloud. However,
the molecular volume number density of (U)LIRGs is
expected to be higher than that in Galactic molecular
clouds, in which case, obscuration by foreground clumps
may not be negligible. If the high observed HCN-to-
HCO+ and HCN-to-HNC flux ratios in Superantennae
are partly due to reduced HCN line opacity by large
line widths caused by high turbulence of clumps within
5 The ratio of flux attenuation between HCN and HCO+ (HNC),
and thereby the correction factor in the HCN-to-HCO+ (HCN-to-
HNC) flux ratio is independent of the adopted absolute value of
the 12C-to-13C abundance ratio (between 50–100) and the α value
in §5.2.1 (paragraph 4).
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molecular clouds, then it is indicated that obscuration by
foreground clumps within a molecular cloud contributes
to flux attenuation to some degree in ULIRGs other than
Superantennae. It is possible that in ULIRGs, molecu-
lar gas is in a clumpy form with a larger volume fill-
ing factor than Galactic molecular clouds and line opac-
ity comes both within individual clumps and from fore-
ground clumps. If this scenario is the case, the line
opacity by foreground clumps can be high in less turbu-
lent ULIRGs with small observed molecular line widths.
AGNs obscured by less turbulent molecular gas with el-
evated HCN abundance may not necessarily show high
observed HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios; thus, AGN identifi-
cation may be missed based on the observed flux ratios.
Evaluation of line opacity ratios among HCN, HCO+,
and HNC is important particularly for AGN-important
ULIRGs with relatively small observed molecular line
widths.
5.2.4. RADEX Calculations and Molecular Gas
Physical Properties
By assuming collisional excitation and using the large
velocity gradient (LVG) method in the widely used
RADEX code (van der Tak et al. 2007) we attempted to
constrain the molecular gas physical parameters, based
on the available J=4–3 and J=3–2 data of HCN, HCO+,
and HNC. The collisional rates are from Scho¨ier et al.
(2005). Molecular line flux ratios are primarily deter-
mined by the following three parameters: H2 volume
number density (nH2), H2 kinetic temperature (Tkin),
and molecular column density divided by line width
(Nmol/∆v). Here, the ∼3 K cosmic microwave back-
ground radiation is always included, and ∆v is derived
from observed molecular line widths. At least three inde-
pendent observational data are necessary to meaningfully
constrain these three parameters, while we have only two
J-transitions. We thus assume that the column densi-
ties of HCN, HCO+, and HNC are 1 × 1016 cm−2, be-
cause (1) NH ∼ 10
24 cm−2 is typically found in (U)LIRGs
(Ricci et al. 2017) and (2) the abundance ratios of HCN,
HCO+, and HNC, relative to H2, in warm molecular gas
in (U)LIRGs are estimated to be ∼10−8 (Greve et al.
2009). Although the HCN abundance is estimated to be
higher than HCO+ and HNC in many of our ULIRG sam-
ples (§5.2.1–5.2.3), we adopted the same value as above,
so as not to increase the free parameters relative to the
limited number of observational constraints.
Figure 27 presents the J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios of
HCN, HCO+, and HNC, as a function of kinetic tem-
perature (Tkin [K]) and H2 volume number density (nH2
[cm−3]), where line widths of 400 km s−1 and 1000 km
s−1 are used to represent all galaxies (except for Super-
antennae) and Superantennae, respectively. The ratios
of J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1) in the observed
(U)LIRGs are 0.6–1.3, 0.7–1.5, and 0.8–1.5 for HCN,
HCO+, and HNC, respectively (Table 11). In Figures
27a, b, c, assuming a molecular gas kinetic temperature
of Tkin = 30–80 K, a volume number density of nH2 =
104–107 cm−3, 103–107 cm−3, and 105–107 cm−3 can re-
produce the observed flux ratios of HCN, HCO+, and
HNC, respectively, except for a small fraction of sources
with very low HCN J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios (∼0.6).
For the bulk of galaxies where the flux ratios are close
to or larger than unity, a volume number density of at
least nH2 = 10
5–106 cm−3 is needed. Figures 27d,e,f are
RADEX calculations for the very large molecular line
width of Superantennae (∆v ∼ 1000 km s−1). For a given
kinetic temperature and volume number density, the flux
ratios tend to be slightly lower than in Figures 27a,b,c.
Assuming the same molecular gas kinetic temperature
range of Tkin = 30–80 K, a volume number density of
nH2 = 10
5–106 cm−3 is required to reproduce the J=4–3
to J=3–2 flux ratios of HCN, HCO+, and HNC for Su-
perantennae. For ULIRGs with nH2 ∼ 10
5−6 cm−3, in
the case of∼100 pc-scale nuclear molecular size (Table 10
and Scoville et al. (2015)), the column density becomes
NH2 ∼ 3 × 10
25−26 cm−2 (i.e., heavily Compton thick),
if the dense gas fully occupies the volume of molecular
clouds. If molecular gas is clumpy and the volume filling
factor is∼1–10%, the NH2 column density approaches∼3
× 1024 cm−2 (i.e., mildly Compton thick), as observed
from X-ray observations of ULIRGs (Teng et al. 2015;
Ricci et al. 2017; Oda et al. 2017). The volume filling
factor will be even smaller, if the nuclear molecular size
is substantially larger than ∼100 pc.
5.3. Relation between Molecular Line and Infrared
Luminosity
Since stars are formed in dense molecular gas, it is ex-
pected that dense molecular gas mass and star-formation
rate are correlated. The correlation between infrared lu-
minosities (= star-formation rate indicator) and emission
line luminosities of HCN and HCO+ (= dense molecular
mass tracers) has been investigated and observationally
confirmed in various types of galaxies and Galactic star-
forming regions (Gao & Solomon 2004a; Wu et al. 2005;
Evans et al. 2006; Gracia-Carpio et al. 2008; Ma et al.
2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2016; Tan et al. 2017).
Table 15 summarizes the luminosities of selected bright
molecular emission lines. Figure 28 plots the comparison
of HCN and HCO+ emission line luminosity at J=4–3
and J=3–2 with infrared luminosity. For the spatially
extended LIRG, NGC 1614 (the leftmost circle in all
figures), HCN and HCO+ luminosities are derived from
Gaussian fits of the spatially integrated spectra, but dif-
fuse emission with a spatial extent larger than the maxi-
mum recoverable scale of our ALMA data can be missed.
For other ULIRGs, the luminosities are calculated from
Gaussian fits of the spectra within the beam size, because
(1) ULIRGs are usually dominated by nuclear compact
energy sources with .500 pc (Soifer et al. 2000) and (2)
the dense gas tracers, J=4–3 and J=3–2 emission lines
of HCN and HCO+, are also estimated to mostly come
from nuclear compact regions (Table 10). We thus regard
that the bulk of dense molecular gas emission is covered
in our ALMA measurements for our sample 6.
At J=4–3, the distribution of our ULIRG sample tends
to be at the upper-left side of the relation, namely the
infrared to molecular line luminosity ratios are slightly
higher than the best fit lines of Tan et al. (2017) for
both HCN and HCO+. The excess infrared emission is
6 For a small fraction of ULIRGs, the synthesized beam size is
much smaller than 1′′ and the probed physical scale is significantly
smaller than ∼1 kpc. For them, we measured HCN and HCO+
fluxes at J=4–3 and J=3–2 using Gaussian fits in spectra taken
with a 1′′ diameter circular aperture, and confirmed that the es-
timated fluxes in the 1′′ aperture spectra agree within <30% to
those in the beam sized spectra.
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sometimes interpreted by significant AGN contributions
to the infrared luminosities (Evans et al. 2006). How-
ever, if dust and dense molecular gas coexist around lu-
minous AGNs in (U)LIRGs, not only the infrared dust
emission luminosity but also the molecular line luminos-
ity of dense gas tracers will increase. If we ignore pos-
sible differences in the abundance and excitation condi-
tions between AGNs and star-formation, the infrared to
dense molecular line luminosity ratios are not expected to
change much in the presence of luminous buried AGNs.
If the HCN abundance increases in molecular gas in the
close vicinity of a buried AGN and/or if HCN rotational
excitation is higher in an AGN, the infrared to HCN
J=4–3 luminosity ratio could decrease, rather than in-
crease, in a buried AGN.
At J=3–2, the displacement toward the upper-left side
is smaller than J=4–3. This can be explained if the J=4–
3 emission lines of HCN and HCO+ are sub-thermally
excited. One would think that in the case of sub-thermal
J=4–3 excitation, the J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios for
HCN would be smaller than HCO+, because the critical
density of HCN is a factor of ∼5 higher than HCO+
under the same line opacity. However, the higher HCN
line opacity decreases the effective HCN critical density
with ∝1/τ ; thus, it may be that the J=4–3 excitation of
HCN and HCO+ are similarly sub-thermal. Unlike HCN
and HNC, the infrared radiative pumping rate per given
column density differs only slightly between HCN and
HCO+ (Imanishi et al. 2016b, 2017), so that the J=4–3 to
J=3–2 flux ratios are not expected to change differently
between HCN and HCO+ by infrared radiative pumping.
5.4. Double-Peaked Emission Lines in IRAS
12112+0305 NE and IRAS 20414−1651
IRAS 12112+0305NE displays double-peaked emission
line profiles for HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, H13CN J=3–
2, CS J=5–4, and possibly CS J=7–6 (Figure 4c,d,g,h),
as previously observed for HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–
2 (Imanishi et al. 2016c). The central dips of HCN and
HCO+ are considerably stronger at J=4–3 (Figure 4c)
than at J=3–2 (Imanishi et al. 2016c). Such double-
peaked emission line profiles are not clear for HNC at
J=3–2 and J=4–3 (Figure 4a,e). One possibility to pro-
duce these double-peaked profiles is self-absorption by
foreground molecular gas (Aalto et al. 2015b). If the
molecular gas concentration in a galaxy nucleus is very
high, the molecular gas spatial distribution can be bet-
ter approximated by a smooth distribution (Downes et
al. 1993; Scoville et al. 2015), rather than the widely ac-
cepted clumpy distribution (Solomon et al. 1987). In this
scenario, molecular emission at systemic velocities is se-
lectively absorbed by foreground molecular gas, because
this velocity component is the most abundant. This ef-
fect is strong for molecules with high abundance.
The central dip of HCO+ J=4–3 looks stronger than
that of HCN J=4–3 (Figure 4c), which suggests that self-
absorption is stronger for HCO+. This seems inconsis-
tent with the higher HCN abundance than HCO+ de-
rived from our ALMA isotopologue observations (§5.2.1).
The Einstein A coefficients for HCN J=4–3 and HCO+
J=4–3 are 20.6 × 10−4 and 35.7 × 10−4, respectively
(http://www.splatalogue.net). The Einstein B coeffi-
cient from J=3 to J=4 are related to the A coefficient
from J=4 to J=3, in the form of B3−4 ∝ λ
3 × A4−3, so
that the B3−4 coefficient for HCO
+ J=4–3 is a factor of
∼1.7 higher than that of HCN J=4–3. Thus, the photon
absorption rate at J=3 of HCO+ could be comparable
to that of HCN, if the HCO+ abundance is only a factor
of ∼2 smaller than the HCN abundance (Table 13). The
central dip of HCO+ J=4–3 could be as strong as that
of HCN J=4–3, but it is difficult to be much stronger in
IRAS 12112+0305 NE.
To further test this scenario, we fit the data of HCN
J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3 that were not strongly affected
by the central dips (Figure 4c) using a single Gaussian
function. The resulting single Gaussian fits are shown
as curved dotted lines in Figure 17, and the estimated
Gaussian fluxes are 18±17 and 19±8 (Jy km s−1) for
HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3, respectively (Tables 5
and 6). The uncertainty is large because only data at
the tail of the Gaussian profiles can be used for the
fit, which precludes further quantitatively detailed dis-
cussion of whether the central dips of HCN J=4–3 and
HCO+ J=4–3 can be explained by the self-absorption
model in smoothly distributed molecular gas, under the
constraint of higher abundance of HCN than HCO+.
However, the apparently much stronger central dips
at J=4–3 than at J=3–2 (Imanishi et al. 2016c) are not
easily reconciled with this self-absorption scenario. The
Einstein A coefficients for HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–
2 are 8.4 × 10−4 (s−1) and 14.5 × 10−4 (s−1), respec-
tively. Since the wavelength at J=3–2 is longer than
that at J=4–3, the Einstein B coefficients (∝ λ3 × A)
are comparable within 5% for J=2 to J=3 and J=3 to
J=4, suggesting that the strength of the central dips by
self-absorption is also expected to be roughly comparable
for J=3–2 and J=4–3 of HCN and HCO+. In molecular
gas around AGNs and starbursts, CS abundance is usu-
ally predicted to be much lower than HCN and HCO+
(Harada et al. 2013), and yet the CS J=5–4 emission
line shows a strong central dip. Most importantly, the
isotopologue H13CN J=3–2 emission line, which is be-
lieved to be optically thin, also displays a clear central
dip. It seems difficult to explain the double-peaked emis-
sion line profiles of IRAS 12112+0305 NE seen in several
lines with largely different line opacities, solely by the
self-absorption model in smoothly distributed molecular
gas. In IRAS 12112+0305 NE, (1) the flux of HNC J=4–
3 is higher than those of HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3
(Tables 5, 6, and 7), and (2) the flux of HNC J=3–2
(Table 4) is also as high as those of HCN J=3–2 and
HCO+ J=3–2 (Imanishi et al. 2016c), suggesting that
the HNC abundance is at least comparable to the HCN
and HCO+ abundances. In galaxies, CO abundance is
usually more than 3–4 orders of magnitude higher than
HCN and HCO+ (Meijerink & Spaans 2005; Harada et
al. 2013). Although strong central dips are expected for
these high abundance molecular lines, HNC J=4–3, HNC
J=3–2, and CO J=1–0, they show single-peaked emission
profiles (Figures 4, 16, and 17, and Evans et al. (2002)).
Another scenario is that the observed double-peaked
emission line profiles come from emission from molecular
gas in rotating disks (Scoville et al. 2017). The veloc-
ity separations of the double-peaked emission lines are
∼300 km s−1 for HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3 (Fig-
ure 17), which are comparable to those for HCN J=3–2
and HCO+ J=3–2 (Imanishi et al. 2016c). The intensity-
weighted mean velocity (moment 1) maps for HCN J=4–
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3 and HCO+ J=4–3 of IRAS 12112+0305 NE in Figure
20 show rotational motion, with a velocity difference of
∼300 km s−1. The observed double-peaked emission line
profiles of HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3 can largely
be explained by rotation. The same argument was ap-
plied to HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–2 (Imanishi et al.
2016c). This rotating disk model can at least explain
the double-peaked emission profile of the optically thin
H13CN J=3–2 line more naturally. However, the single-
peaked emission line profiles of HNC J=4–3, HNC J=3–
2, and CO J=1–0 need to be explained. Since the critical
density of CO J=1–0 is much smaller than those of HCN,
HCO+, and HNC, the CO J=1–0 emission is expected to
be much more spatially extended. For HNC, as explained
in §5.2.2, its abundance can be low at the inner part close
to the central buried energy source, but can be high at
the outer part, due to shielding. In fact, at the AGN-
dominant nucleus of the nearby well-studied Seyfert 2
galaxy, NGC 1068, while HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–2
emission lines are clearly detected and their spatial dis-
tribution is very similar (Imanishi et al. 2016a, 2018),
HNC J=3–2 emission is much weaker (Imanishi et al. in
preparation). If (a) the bulk of the CO J=1–0 emission
line comes from spatially extended lower density molec-
ular gas and (b) HNC J=4–3 and HNC J=3–2 emission
lines also originate in outer regions than HCN and HCO+
J=4–3 and J=3–2 lines, then the dynamics of CO J=1–
0, HNC J=4–3, and HNC J=3–2 may not be dominated
by rotation as strongly as the inner HCN and HCO+
emitting dense molecular gas, which may be a reason for
the smoother single Gaussian emission line profiles. The
stronger double-peaked profiles of HCN and HCO+ at
J=4–3 than at J=3–2 could also be explained by rota-
tion, because the J=4–3 emission lines come from more
central regions dominated by strong rotation than the
J=3–2 emission lines, due to a higher critical density at
J=4–3. The HNC-emitting molecular gas in the nuclear
region of IRAS 12112+0305 NE should have a volume
number density as high as the inner HCN- and HCO+-
emitting molecular gases, because the estimated volume
number densities are comparable among HCN, HCO+,
and HNC (Figure 27). It is likely that the HNC emitting
molecular gas distributes more outside than the HCN
and HCO+ emitting one, but is still much more inside
than the CO J=1–0 emitting lower density molecular gas.
The CH3OH line also displays a single Gaussian profile
(Figures 4e and 31), but this is a shock tracer (§5.5)
whose spatial distribution and line profile can be largely
different from those of the nuclear dense molecular gas
close to the buried energy source probed with the HCN
and HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 emission lines.
The other ULIRG, IRAS 20414−1651, also displays
clear double-peaked emission line profiles for HCN J=4–
3, HCO+ J=4–3, and HNC J=4–3 (Figures 12 and 17),
as well as HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–2 (Imanishi et
al. 2016c). A similar double-peaked emission line profile
is also seen in CS 7–6 (Figures 12 and 31). For the same
reasons as applied to IRAS 12112+0305 NE, the double-
peaked profiles of these molecular lines with various op-
tical depths can be reasonably reproduced by rotation, if
these lines trace similar dense molecular gas.
5.5. Shock-Origin Molecular Emission Lines
Other serendipitously detected emission lines are evi-
dent in the spectra of some observed ULIRGs, including
CH3OH, SiO, SO, and SO2, which were also detected in
several nearby bright (U)LIRGs in the literature (Mar-
tin et al. 2011; Costagliola et al. 2011; Meier et al. 2014;
Aladro et al. 2015; Costagliola et al. 2015; Imanishi et al.
2016b, 2017; Saito et al. 2017; Ueda et al. 2017; Sliwa &
Downes 2017).
Fairly strong CH3OH emission was detected in the nu-
clear region of IRAS 12112+0305 NE in Figure 4e. The
gas-phase reaction is inefficient to form a large amount
of CH3OH (Lee et al. 1996). Strong CH3OH emission
is interpreted to originate in shocked regions by a slow
shock (v < 10–15 km s−1), shielded from intense UV ra-
diation, because a shock can liberate CH3OH produced
in the ice mantle at the surface of dust grains to the gas
phase (Meier & Turner 2005; Garcia-Burillo et al. 2010;
Meier & Turner 2012; Saito et al. 2017; Ueda et al. 2017).
A buried AGN surrounded by a large column density of
gas and dust can explain strong CH3OH emission if a
shock occurs at the UV-shielded region of the surround-
ing material. SiO J=6–5 emission is also detected in
IRAS 12112+0305 NE (Figure 4g). It is widely argued
that a fast shock (v > 15–20 km s−1) can destroy the
cores of dust grains and release SiO to the gas phase, ex-
plaining strong SiO emission in the (sub)millimeter wave-
length range (Martin-Pintado et al. 1992; Garcia-Burillo
et al. 2001; Usero et al. 2006; Garcia-Burillo et al. 2010;
Meier & Turner 2012). It is possible that strong shocks
are created by molecular outflow at the nucleus of IRAS
12112+0305 NE.
SO emission is detected in the spectrum of IRAS
22491−1808 (Figure 5c). As almost all of the sulfur is
believed to be depleted onto dust grains (Wakelam et
al. 2011), shocks are thought to liberate sulfur-bearing
species into the gas phase (Martin et al. 2003, 2005).
Another sulfur-bearing species, H2S (Imanishi & Nakan-
ishi 2014), and another shock tracer, SiO (Figure 5c),
were also detected. IRAS 22491−1808 may contain some
shock activity.
These shock tracers were also detected in other
ULIRGs in our sample. H2S was detected in IRAS
08572+3915 (Imanishi & Nakanishi 2014). The ULIRG
IRAS 20551−4250 shows several shock tracers: H2S,
SO2, CH3OH, SO, and HNCO (Imanishi & Nakanishi
2013b; Imanishi et al. 2016b, 2017). The other shock
tracer CH3CN (Codella et al. 2009) was detected in IRAS
12127−1412 (Imanishi & Nakanishi 2014) and IRAS
20551−4250 (Imanishi & Nakanishi 2013b). Our ALMA
data show that shock phenomena are common in the
nearby ULIRG population.
6. SUMMARY
We presented our ALMA Cycle 2, 3, and 4 observa-
tional results of eleven (U)LIRGs (IRAS 08572+3915,
Superantennae, IRAS 12112+0305, IRAS 22491−1808,
NGC 1614, IRAS 12127−1412, IRAS 15250+3609, PKS
1345+12, IRAS 06035−7102, IRAS 13509+0442, and
IRAS 20414−1651) at J=3–2 of HNC and at J=4–3 of
HCN, HCO+, and HNC. All of these (U)LIRGs have
available ALMA data of HCN and HCO+ at J=3–2
(Imanishi et al. 2016c). HCN, HCO+, and HNC J=4–3
data had been taken in ALMA Cycle 0 for some sources.
By adding our new ALMA data to these existing data,
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we now have J=3–2 and J=4–3 data of HCN, HCO+,
HNC for most of these eleven (U)LIRGs. These multi-
ple rotational J-transition molecular line data make it
possible to investigate molecular gas physical properties
and the physical reason for the observed molecular line
flux ratios. Several interesting molecular line features
were detected in selected (U)LIRGs. We summarize our
findings in the following.
1. The targeted HCN, HCO+, and HNC emission
lines were detected in all of the observed main
(U)LIRG’s nuclei. In IRAS 12112+0305, in ad-
dition to the brighter main north-eastern nucleus
(IRAS 12112+0305 NE), the HCO+ J=4–3 emis-
sion line was detected in the fainter south-western
nucleus (IRAS 12112+0305 SW).
2. We detected the signatures of the vibrationally
excited (v2=1f) HCN J=4–3 emission line in
the infrared-starburst-classified ULIRG, IRAS
12112+0305 NE, which had previously shown a
detectable HCN v2=1f J=3–2 emission line. The
HCN vibrational excitation is believed to origi-
nate in infrared radiative pumping by absorbing
infrared 14 µm photons, most likely coming from
AGN-heated hot dust emission. The v2=1f to v=0
flux ratios of HCN at J=3–2 and J=4–3 in IRAS
12112+0305 NE could be even higher than those
of IRAS 20551−4250, the AGN-containing ULIRG
with clearly detected HCN v2=1f J=3–2 and J=4–
3 emission lines. IRAS 12112+0305 NE may be
classified as a ULIRG, which contains an infrared-
elusive, but (sub)millimeter-detectable, extremely
deeply buried AGN.
3. We confirmed that ULIRGs with infrared-
or (sub)millimeter-identified luminous obscured
AGNs tend to show significantly higher HCN-to-
HCO+ flux ratios at J=3–2 and J=4–3 than galax-
ies that are classified as starburst-dominated, with
no AGN signatures at all (i.e., NGC 1614, IRAS
12112+0305 SW, and IRAS 13509+0442).
4. HCN-to-HNC flux ratios at J=3–2 and J=4–3
vary among AGN-classified ULIRGs with elevated
HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios. The HCN-to-HNC
flux ratios tend to be higher in optically iden-
tified Seyfert-type AGNs than in optically elu-
sive infrared- or (sub)millimeter-detectable buried
AGNs. The latter class is thought to contain a
larger amount of molecular gas and dust around
a central AGN compared with the former class.
We interpret that HNC abundance is low at the
strongly AGN-affected inner part of the surround-
ing obscuring material, but high at the outer part,
due to shielding. In optically elusive buried AGNs
surrounded by a large amount of molecular gas and
dust, HNC lines can be strongly emitted from the
outer high-HNC-abundance regions.
5. From isotopologue H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C
J=3–2 observations for selected ULIRGs, classi-
fied as AGN-important due to high HCN-to-HCO+
J=3–2 and J=4–3 flux ratios, larger flux attenua-
tion by line opacity was estimated for HCN J=3–
2 than HCO+ J=3–2 and HNC J=3–2. Higher
HCN abundance is a natural explanation. AGN-
important galaxies deviate from the distribution
of starburst galaxies even further if line-opacity-
corrected intrinsic HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-to-
HNC flux ratios are used rather than observed flux
ratios, making our molecular line flux method even
more solid.
6. We interpret that elevated HCN abundance is pri-
marily responsible for the high HCN-to-HCO+ flux
ratios in AGN-important ULIRGs. This scenario
and the significant flux attenuation of HCN J=3–2
can be reconciled if molecular gas in ULIRGs dis-
tributes in a clumpy form, as was widely argued
(Solomon et al. 1987), where line opacity largely
comes within individual clumps.
7. The HCO+ J=4–3-to-J=3–2 flux ratios are not sys-
tematically higher than HCN J=4–3-to-J=3–2 flux
ratios in our observed (U)LIRGs, despite the fact
that HCN has a factor of ∼5 larger critical den-
sity than HCO+ at the same J-transition under
the same line opacity. Excitation has a limited ef-
fect for the higher HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios ob-
served in AGN-important ULIRGs than in star-
burst galaxies.
8. From the J=4–3 and J=3–2 fluxes of HCN, HCO+,
and HNC, we constrained the molecular gas kinetic
temperature and volume number density, using the
RADEX code and by assuming column densities of
these molecules to be 1 × 1016 cm−2. For the bulk
of ULIRGs whose J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios of
HCN, HCO+, and HNC are larger than or close to
unity, dense (nH2 > 10
5–106 cm−3) molecular gas
is needed, if the kinetic temperature is in the range
of 30–80 K.
9. A possible signature of the vibrationally excited
HNC v2=1f J=4–3 emission line is seen in IRAS
15250+3609. However, for other (U)LIRGs, the
weakness of this line and contamination by other
nearby bright emission lines preclude quantita-
tively reliable estimates of the HNC v2=1f emission
line fluxes at J=3–2 and J=4–3.
10. A broad blueshifted absorption feature was de-
tected in the HCO+ J=4–3 line in IRAS
15250+3609, as had previously been seen in the
HCO+ J=3–2 line. When combined with the de-
tection of the redshifted emission sub-peaks, molec-
ular outflow activity is a natural explanation. The
profiles were weaker for HCN and HNC than
HCO+, suggesting enhanced HCO+ abundance in
the outflow of IRAS 15250+3609. We estimated
a molecular outflow mass Moutf ∼ 4 × 10
8 M⊙,
a molecular outflow rate M˙outf ∼ 250–750 (M⊙
yr−1), a molecular outflow kinetic power Poutf ∼
3% of AGN luminosity (LAGN), and a molecular
outflow momentum rate P˙outf ∼ 37 × LAGN/c in
IRAS 15250+3609. These properties can be ex-
plained by energy-conserving outflow rather than
radiation pressure-driven outflow.
11. IRAS 12112+0305 NE also shows the P Cygni pro-
file in the SiO J=6–5 line. Given that SiO is
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a good fast shock tracer, the presence of shock-
important molecular outflow is suggested in IRAS
12112+0305 NE.
12. Our (U)LIRG sample roughly follows the previ-
ously established relation between the infrared lu-
minosity and molecular line luminosity of HCN and
HCO+ at J=4–3 and J=3–2.
13. Clear double-peaked emission line profiles are de-
tected for HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3 in IRAS
12112+0305 NE and IRAS 20414−1651, as previ-
ously seen in the HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–2
lines. Given that similar double-peaked emission
line profiles are seen in other molecular lines with
expected smaller line opacities, we interpret that
rotation can largely explain the profiles.
14. Several shock tracers, such as CH3OH, SiO, SO,
and SO2 emission lines, are detected fairly strongly
in several ULIRGs, suggesting ubiquitous shock
phenomena in these ULIRGs.
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TABLE 1
Basic Properties of Observed (Ultra)luminous Infrared Galaxies
Object Redshift Physical scale f12 f25 f60 f100 log LIR Optical IR/submm
[kpc/′′] [Jy] [Jy] [Jy] [Jy] [L⊙] Class AGN
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
IRAS 08572+3915 0.0580 1.1 0.32 1.70 7.43 4.59 12.1 LIa(Sy2b) Yg,h,i,j,k,l,m,n
Superantennae (IRAS 19254−7245) 0.0617 1.2 0.22 1.24 5.48 5.79 12.1 Sy2 c Yo,p
IRAS 12112+0305 0.0730 1.4 0.12 0.51 8.50 9.98 12.3 LI a (Sy2 b) Yq
IRAS 22491−1808 0.0776 A 1.5 0.05 0.55 5.44 4.45 12.2 HIIa,b Yq
NGC 1614 0.0160 0.32 1.38 7.50 32.12 34.32 11.7 HII d,e (Cpb) N
IRAS 12127−1412 0.1332 A 2.3 <0.13 0.24 1.54 1.13 12.2 LI a (HII b) Yi,k,m,n,p
IRAS 15250+3609 0.0552 A 1.1 0.16 1.31 7.10 5.93 12.0 LI d (Cpb) Ym,n,p,r,s,t
PKS 1345+12 (IRAS 13451+1232) 0.1215 A 2.2 0.14 0.67 1.92 2.06 12.3 Sy2 a,b Ym,n,p
IRAS 06035−7102 0.0795 1.5 0.12 0.57 5.13 5.65 12.2 LI f Yp,r,u,v
IRAS 13509+0442 0.1364 A 2.4 0.10 <0.23 1.56 2.53 12.3 HII a (Cpb) N
IRAS 20414−1651 0.0870 A 1.6 <0.65 0.35 4.36 5.25 12.3 HII a (Cpb) Y(?)q
Note. — Col.(1): Object name. Col.(2): Redshift. Col.(3): Physical scale in [kpc arcsec−1]. Col.(4)–(7): f12, f25, f60, and f100 are IRAS fluxes at
12 µm, 25 µm, 60 µm, and 100 µm, respectively, taken from Kim & Sanders (1998) or Sanders et al. (2003) or the IRAS Faint Source Catalog (FSC).
Col.(8): Decimal logarithm of infrared (8−1000 µm) luminosity in units of solar luminosity (L⊙), calculated with LIR = 2.1×10
39
× D(Mpc)2 × (13.48
× f12 + 5.16 × f25 + 2.58 × f60 + f100) [ergs s
−1] (Sanders & Mirabel 1996). Col.(9): Optical spectroscopic classification. “Sy2”, “LI”, “HII”, and
“Cp” refer to Seyfert 2, LINER, HII-region, and starburst+AGN composite, respectively. a: Veilleux et al. (1999). b: Yuan et al. (2010). c: Mirabel et
al. (1991). d: Veilleux et al. (1995). e: Kewley et al. (2001). f : Duc et al. (1997). Col.(9): AGN signature in infrared and/or (sub)millimeter spectra.
“Y” means that AGN signatures are detected, while sources with no such detectable signatures are marked as “N”. g : Dudley & Wynn-Williams (1997).
h: Imanishi & Dudley (2000). i: Imanishi et al. (2006a). j : Spoon et al. (2006). k: Imanishi et al. (2007b). l: Armus et al. (2007). m: Veilleux et al.
(2009). n: Nardini et al. (2010). o: Risaliti et al. (2003). p: Imanishi et al. (2010). q : Imanishi et al. (2016c). r : Spoon et al. (2002). s: Imanishi et
al. (2011b). t: Stierwalt et al. (2013). u: Dartois et al. (2007). v: Farrah et al. (2009).
A Redshifts are based on ALMA molecular line data (Imanishi et al. 2016c).
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TABLE 2
Log of ALMA Cycle 2, 3, and 4 Observations
Object Line Date Antenna Baseline Integration Calibrator
[UT] Number [m] [min] Bandpass Flux Phase
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
IRAS 08572+3915 HNC J=3–2 2015 Jun 14 39 21–784 12 J0750+1231 J0854+2006 J0927+3902
J=3–2 isotopologue 2016 Oct 13 40 19–1808 49 J0854+2006 J0854+2006 J0916+3854
2016 Oct 14 42 19–2535 49 J0854+2006 J0750+1231 J0824+3916
2016 Oct 15 41 19–1809 49 J0854+2006 J0854+2006 J0916+3854
Superantennae HNC J=3–2 2015 May 15 37 23–558 9.3 J2056−4714 Ceres J1933−6942
HCN/HCO+ J=4–3 2015 May 13 36 21–558 5.2 J1924−2914 Ceres J1933−6942
HNC J=4–3 2015 May 14 37 21–558 5.2 J1924−2914 Ceres J1933−6942
IRAS 12112+0305 HNC J=3–2 2015 May 14 37 23–558 5.2 J1058+0133 Ganymede J1229+0203
HCN/HCO+ J=4–3 2014 Dec 13 37 15–349 5.7 J1058+0133 Ganymede J1229+0203
HNC J=4–3 2014 Dec 12 40 15–349 5.2 J1229+0203 Ganymede J1229+0203
J=3–2 isotopologue 2016 Oct 19 43 17–1808 38 J1229+0203 J1229+0203 J1220+0203
2016 Oct 19 43 17–1808 38 J1229+0203 J1229+0203 J1220+0203
2016 Oct 19 43 17–1808 38 J1229+0203 J1229+0203 J1220+0203
IRAS 22491−1808 HNC J=3–2 2015 May 18 37 21–555 5.2 J2258−2758 Neptune J2258−2758
2015 Aug 11 43 15–1574 5.2 J2258−2758 Ceres J2258−2758
J=3–2 isotopologue 2016 Oct 06 44 19–3248 35 J2258−2758 J2258−2758 J2236−1433
2016 Oct 06 44 19–3248 35 J2258−2758 J0006−0623 J2236−1433
2016 Oct 07 42 19–3144 35 J2258−2758 J0006−0623 J2236−1433
NGC 1614 HNC J=3–2 2015 Jun 14 39 21—784 5.2 J0538−4405 J0522−364 J0423−0120
IRAS 12127−1412 HNC J=3–2 2016 Mar 3 41 15–396 29 J1256−0547 J1256−0547 J1215−1731
IRAS 15250+3609 HNC J=3–2 2016 Mar 13 38 15–460 11 J1751+0939 Titan J1453+2648
HCN/HCO+ J=4–3 2016 Apr 22 41 15–612 9.4 J1229+0203 Titan J1453+2648
HNC J=4–3 2016 Mar 30 44 15–460 9.4 J1751+0939 J1550+0527 J1453+2648
PKS 1345+12 HNC J=3–2 2016 Mar 3 41 15–396 21 J1229+0203 Titan J1415+1320
HCN/HCO+ J=4–3 2016 Mar 10 37 15–460 12 J1229+0203 Titan J1415+1320
IRAS 06035−7102 HNC J=3–2 2016 Mar 26 39 15–460 12 J0538−4405 J0519−4546 J0601−7036
IRAS 13509+0442 HNC J=3–2 2016 Mar 3 41 15–396 21 J1256−0547 J1256−0547 J1359+0159
HCN/HCO+ J=4–3 2016 Mar 10 37 15–460 20 J1256−0547 J1256−0547 J1359+0159
HNC J=4–3 2016 Mar 24 39 15–460 20 J1256−0547 Titan J1359+0159
IRAS 20414−1651 HCN/HCO+ J=4–3 2016 Jul 13 39 15–867 24 J1924−2914 Pallas J2025−0735
HNC J=4–3 2016 Jul 12 33 15–867 5.5 J1924−2914 Pallas J2025−0735
Note. — Col.(1): Object name. Col.(2): Observed molecular line. Col.(3): Observing date in UT. Col.(4): Number of antennas used for
observations. Col.(5): Baseline length in meter. Minimum and maximum baseline lengths are shown. Col.(6): Net on source integration time in min.
Cols.(7), (8), and (9): Bandpass, flux, and phase calibrator for the target source, respectively.
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TABLE 3
Continuum Emission
Object Frequency Flux Peak Coordinate rms Synthesized beam
[GHz] [mJy/beam] (RA,DEC)J2000 [mJy/beam] [′′ × ′′] (◦)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
08572+3915 32b: 241.8–245.4, 256.1–259.8 1.8 (23σ) (09 00 25.36, +39 03 54.1) 0.079 0.90×0.51 (9◦)
iso32: 228.8–232.5, 243.7–247.4 1.4 (44σ) (09 00 25.38, +39 03 54.1) 0.031 0.39×0.18 (16◦)
Superantennae 32b: 240.9–244.6, 255.3–259.0 4.4 (38σ) (19 31 21.45, −72 39 21.5) 0.12 1.0×0.61 (59◦)
43a: 333.0–336.8, 345.1–348.8 7.7 (29σ) (19 31 21.43, −72 39 21.5) 0.26 0.74×0.41 (66◦)
43b: 328.8–332.4, 340.7–344.5 9.2 (44σ) (19 31 21.43, −72 39 21.6) 0.21 0.61×0.50 (12◦)
12112+0305 NE 32b: 238.3–242.0, 252.5–256.2 7.9 (58σ) (12 13 46.06, +02 48 41.5) 0.14 0.81×0.56 (66◦)
43a: 317.3–321.0, 329.4–333.2 16.0 (46σ) (12 13 46.05, +02 48 41.5) 0.35 1.4×0.56 (71◦)
43b: 336.9–340.8, 349.1–352.7 13.3 (39σ) (12 13 46.06, +02 48 41.6) 0.34 1.0×0.65 (81◦)
iso32: 225.6–229.2, 240.3–243.9 4.6 (96σ) (12 13 46.06, +02 48 41.6) 0.048 0.23×0.20 (37◦)
12112+0305 SW 32b: 238.3–242.0, 252.5–256.2 0.81 (6.0σ) (12 13 45.94, +02 48 39.1) 0.14 0.81×0.56 (66◦)
43a: 317.3–321.0, 329.4–333.2 1.8 (5.1σ) (12 13 45.94, +02 48 39.1) 0.35 1.4×0.56 (71◦)
43b: 336.9–340.8, 349.2–352.7 1.7 (5.0σ) (12 13 45.94, +02 48 39.1) 0.34 1.0×0.65 (81◦)
iso32: 225.6–229.2, 240.3–243.9 0.46 (9.7σ) (12 13 45.94, +02 48 39.1) 0.048 0.23×0.20 (37◦)
22491−1808 32b: 237.7–241.3, 251.8–255.5 4.8 (65σ) (22 51 49.35, −17 52 24.2) 0.073 0.41×0.36 (80◦)
iso32: 224.6–228.2, 239.3–242.9 2.9 (91σ) (22 51 49.35, −17 52 24.1) 0.032 0.18×0.17 (78◦)
NGC 1614 N 32b: 251.8–255.5, 266.8–270.6 1.7 (8.5σ) (04 34 00.00, −08 34 44.2) 0.20 1.1×0.39 (−68◦)
NGC 1614 S 32b: 251.8–255.5, 266.8–270.6 1.6 (8.3σ) (04 33 59.99, −08 34 45.2) 0.20 1.1×0.39 (−68◦)
12127−1412 32b: 225.5–229.0, 239.1–242.7 1.5 (37σ) (12 15 19.13, −14 29 41.7) 0.041 0.90×0.74 (73◦)
15250+3609 32b: 242.5–246.1, 256.7–260.5 12.0 (47σ) (15 26 59.42, +35 38 37.5) 0.26 1.3×0.74 (−11◦)
43a: 334.9–338.8 A 16.9 (34σ) (15 26 59.43, +35 58 37.4) 0.49 0.87×0.51 (28◦)
43b: 330.8–334.4, 342.6–346.6 23.1 (47σ) (15 26 59.42, +35 58 37.4) 0.49 1.1×0.56 (−25◦)
PKS 1345+12 32b: 227.7–231.2, 241.4–245.1 332.7 (69σ) (13 47 33.37, +12 17 24.2) 4.9 1.0×0.83 (−49◦)
43a: 303.1–306.7, 315.0–318.7 263.6 (91σ) (13 47 33.37, +12 17 24.2) 2.9 0.67×0.59 (50◦)
06035−7102 32b: 237.0–240.6, 251.0–254.7 1.9 (25σ) (06 02 53.94, −71 03 10.2) 0.075 1.1×0.74 (51◦)
13509+0442 32b: 224.9–228.4, 238.4–242.0 1.5 (24σ) (13 53 31.57, +04 28 04.8) 0.063 0.92×0.81 (56◦)
43a: 299.4–302.9, 311.1–314.8 2.7 (26σ) (13 53 31.57, +04 28 04.8) 0.10 0.70×0.53 (49◦)
43b: 306.4–309.9, 318.3–322.0 3.3 (29σ) (13 53 31.57, +04 28 04.8) 0.11 0.69×0.60 (−38◦)
13509+0442 NE 32b: 224.9–228.4, 238.4–242.0 2.1 (33σ) (13 53 31.66, +04 28 13.1) 0.063 0.92×0.81 (56◦)
43a: 299.4–302.9, 311.1–314.8 3.6 (35σ) (13 53 31.66, +04 28 13.1) 0.10 0.70×0.53 (49◦)
43b: 306.4–309.9, 318.3–322.0 4.1 (36σ) (13 53 31.66, +04 28 13.2) 0.11 0.69×0.60 (−38◦)
20414−1651 43a: 313.5–317.1, 325.5–329.3 11.6 (80σ) (20 44 18.16, −16 40 16.8) 0.15 0.38×0.34 (−62◦)
43b: 332.9–336.8, 345.0–348.6 9.4 (43σ) (20 44 18.16, −16 40 16.8) 0.22 0.40×0.27 (−68◦)
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Frequency range in [GHz] used for continuum extraction. Frequencies at obvious emission lines and
absorption features are removed. We denote continuum data taken with “HNC J=3–2”, “J=4–3 of HCN and HCO+”, “HNC J=4–3”, and
“J=3–2 of H13CN, H13CO+, HN13C” as 32b, 43a, 43b, and iso32, respectively. Col.(3): Flux in [mJy beam−1] at the emission peak. Value at
the highest flux pixel (0.′′03–0.′′1 pixel−1) is extracted. The detection significance relative to the rms noise is shown in parentheses. Possible
systematic uncertainties, coming from the absolute flux calibration uncertainty of ALMA and choice of frequency range for the continuum
level determination, are not included. Col.(4): Coordinate of the continuum emission peak in J2000. Col.(5): The rms noise level (1σ) in
[mJy beam−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals in each continuum map. Col.(6): Synthesized beam in [arcsec × arcsec] and
position angle in [degree]. The position angle is 0◦ along the north–south direction and increases in the counterclockwise direction.
AAll LSB data were flagged.
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TABLE 4
Flux of HNC J=3–2 Emission Line
Object Integrated intensity (moment 0) map Gaussian line fit
Peak rms Beam Velocity Peak FWHM Flux
[Jy beam−1 km s−1] [′′ × ′′] (◦) [km s−1] [mJy] [km s−1] [Jy km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
IRAS 08572+3915 0.59 (7.5σ) 0.079 0.87×0.49 (−172◦) 17497±12 2.6±0.2 265±28 0.71±0.10
Superantennae 1.5 (9.4σ) 0.16 0.97×0.59 (59◦) 18493±24 2.6±0.2 637±55 1.6±0.2
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 7.1 (45σ) 0.16 0.79×0.54 (66◦) 21796±4 22±1 362±11 7.8±0.3
IRAS 12112+0305 SW 0.47 (3.7σ) 0.13 0.79×0.54 (66◦) 21980±32 1.5±0.3 321±70 0.47±0.14
IRAS 22491−1808 5.4 (38σ) 0.14 0.40×0.35 (79◦) 23300±5 17±1 352±12 6.0±0.3
NGC 1614 N-peak 0.23 (1.8σ) 0.13 1.0×0.38 (−68◦) 4833±7 3.8±0.6 71±13 0.28±0.07
NGC 1614 S-peak 0.29 (2.3σ) 0.13 1.0×0.38 (−68◦) 4697±34 1.7±0.5 274±182 0.49±0.36
NGC 1614 2.′′5 radius — — — 4808 (fix) 9.5±2.0 229±73 2.3±0.9
IRAS 12127−1412 0.71 (10σ) 0.069 0.86×0.72 (70◦) 39830±18, 40121±21 2.2±0.3, 2.2±0.3 217±40, 187±52 0.83±0.16
IRAS 15250+3609 6.7 (34σ) 0.20 1.2×0.72 (−11◦) 16591±4 25±1 263±10 6.7±0.3
PKS 1345+12 0.60 (6.0σ) 0.10 0.98×0.80 (−49◦) 36396±70 1.4±0.2 549±95 0.73±0.16
IRAS 06035−7102 1.7 (13σ) 0.13 1.0×0.73 (51◦) 23834±9 5.6±0.3 330±22 1.8±0.2
IRAS 13509+0442 0.76 (11σ) 0.069 0.90×0.78 (51◦) 40928±7 3.9±0.2 243±17 0.90±0.08
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Integrated intensity of the HNC J=3–2 emission line (νrest=271.981 GHz) in [Jy beam
−1 km s−1] at the emission
peak. Detection significance relative to the rms noise (1σ) in the moment 0 map is shown in parentheses. Possible systematic uncertainty is not included.
Col.(3): The rms noise (1σ) level in the moment 0 map in [Jy beam−1 km s−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals in each moment 0 map.
Col.(4): Beam size in [arcsec × arcsec] and position angle in [degree]. Position angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and increases counterclockwise.
Cols.(5)–(8): Gaussian fits of emission lines in the spectra at the continuum peak position, within the beam size. For NGC 1614, the fit in a spatially
integrated spectrum is also shown. Col.(5): Optical LSR velocity (vopt) of emission peak in [km s
−1]. Col.(6): Peak flux in [mJy]. Col.(7): Observed full
width at half maximum (FWHM) in [km s−1]. Col.(8): Flux in [Jy km s−1]. The observed FWHM in [km s−1] in column 7 is divided by (1 + z) to obtain
the intrinsic FWHM in [km s−1].
TABLE 5
Flux of HCN J=4–3 Emission Line
Object Integrated intensity (moment 0) map Gaussian line fit
Peak rms Beam Velocity Peak FWHM Flux
[Jy beam−1 km s−1] [′′ × ′′] (◦) [km s−1] [mJy] [km s−1] [Jy km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Superantennae 8.6 (4.3σ) 2.0 0.76×0.43 (66◦) 18569±18 10±1 957±47 9.7±0.6
IRAS 12112+0305NE 6.0 (22σ) 0.27 1.4×0.56 (71◦) 21688±29,21976±12 12±1, 17±2 315±67,164±28 6.6±1.0
21818±6 A 66±59 A 279±41 A 18±17 A
IRAS 12112+0305SW <0.63 (<3σ) 0.21 1.4×0.56 (71◦) — — — —
IRAS 15250+3609 6.3 (26σ)B 0.25 B 0.88×0.54(26◦)B 16561±5 B 25±1 B 269±12 B 6.8±0.4 B
6.8 (22σ)C 0.32 C 0.88×0.54(26◦)C 16561±4,17004±16 C 25±1, 4.7±1.1 C 268±9,117±43C 7.3±0.4 C
PKS 1345+12 1.5 (7.8σ) 0.19 0.69×0.58 (42◦) 36458±27 3.6±0.4 510±60 1.7±0.3
IRAS 13509+0442 0.68 (10σ) 0.067 0.70×0.51 (48◦) 40924±13 3.1±0.3 268±34 0.78±0.12
IRAS 20414−1651 5.0 (7.8σ) 0.64 0.37×0.31(−58◦) 25845±34,26289±26 9.2±1.4, 9.5±1.5 326±99,265±72 5.4±1.3
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Integrated intensity of the HCN J=4–3 emission line (νrest=354.505 GHz) in [Jy beam
−1 km s−1] at the emission
peak. Detection significance relative to the rms noise (1σ) in the moment 0 map is shown in parentheses. Possible systematic uncertainty is not included.
Col.(3): The rms noise (1σ) level in the moment 0 map in [Jy beam−1 km s−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals in each moment 0 map.
Col.(4): Beam size in [arcsec × arcsec] and position angle in [degree]. Position angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and increases counterclockwise.
Cols.(5)–(8): Gaussian fits of emission lines in the spectra at the continuum peak position, within the beam size. Col.(5): Optical LSR velocity (vopt) of
emission peak in [km s−1]. Col.(6): Peak flux in [mJy]. Col.(7): Observed FWHM in [km s−1]. Col.(8): Flux in [Jy km s−1]. The observed FWHM in
[km s−1] in column 7 is divided by (1 + z) to obtain the intrinsic FWHM in [km s−1].
ASingle Gaussian fit using data not strongly affected by the central dip. Data at 21340–21620 km s−1 and 22010–22150 km s−1 in Figure 17 are used
for the fit.
BMain emission component only.
CMain emission component and sub-peak emission component are included (moment 0 map) or fit simultaneously (Gaussian fit).
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TABLE 6
Flux of HCO+ J=4–3 Emission Line
Object Integrated intensity (moment 0) map Gaussian line fit
Peak rms Beam Velocity Peak FWHM Flux
[Jy beam−1 km s−1] [′′ × ′′] (◦) [km s−1] [mJy] [km s−1] [Jy km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Superantennae 5.3 (6.6σ) 0.80 0.75×0.42 (67◦) 18565±18 7.3±0.3 827±46 6.1±0.4
IRAS 12112+0305NE 3.9 (11σ) 0.38 1.4×0.54 (71◦) 21638±16,21988±8 9.7±1.4,16±2 203±43,178±28 4.8±0.7
21818±6 A 69±29 A 278±27 A 19±8 A
IRAS 12112+0305SW 1.4 (4.2σ) 0.34 1.4×0.55 (71◦) 21873±29 5.9±1.6 271±80 1.6±0.6
IRAS 15250+3609 2.2 (16σ)B 0.14B 0.86×0.48 (30◦)B 16568±12 B 14±2 B 156±28 B 2.3±0.5 B
3.9 (12σ)C 0.32C 0.86×0.48 (30◦)C 16567±7,17055±21C 14±1, 7.9±1.2 C 157±16,233±56C 4.1±0.6 C
PKS 1345+12 2.6 (13σ) 0.21 0.68×0.58 (42◦) 36474±17 6.9±0.5 479±36 3.2±0.3
IRAS 13509+0442 0.80 (10σ) 0.080 0.69×0.50 (47◦) 40941±13 3.5±0.3 292±28 0.95±0.13
IRAS 20414−1651 2.3 (12σ) 0.19 0.38×0.32(−59◦) 25803±12,26300±13 6.0±0.8,5.9±0.6 190±27, 244±32 2.5±0.3
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Integrated intensity of the HCO+ J=4–3 emission line (νrest=356.734 GHz) in [Jy beam
−1 km s−1] at the emission
peak. Detection significance relative to the rms noise (1σ) in the moment 0 map is shown in parentheses. Possible systematic uncertainty is not included.
Col.(3): The rms noise (1σ) level in the moment 0 map in [Jy beam−1 km s−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals in each moment 0 map.
Col.(4): Beam size in [arcsec × arcsec] and position angle in [degree]. Position angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and increases counterclockwise.
Cols.(5)–(8): Gaussian fits of emission lines in the spectra at the continuum peak position, within the beam size. Col.(5): Optical LSR velocity (vopt) of
emission peak in [km s−1]. Col.(6): Peak flux in [mJy]. Col.(7): Observed FWHM in [km s−1]. Col.(8): Flux in [Jy km s−1]. The observed FWHM in
[km s−1] in column 7 is divided by (1 + z) to obtain the intrinsic FWHM in [km s−1].
ASingle Gaussian fit using data not strongly affected by the central dip. Data at 21500–21620 km s−1 and 22000–22130 km s−1 in Figure 17 are used.
BMain emission component only.
CMain emission component and sub-peak emission component are included (moment 0 map) or fit simultaneously (Gaussian fit).
TABLE 7
Flux of HNC J=4–3 Emission Line
Object Integrated intensity (moment 0) map Gaussian line fit
Peak rms Beam Velocity Peak FWHM Flux
[Jy beam−1 km s−1] [′′ × ′′] (◦) [km s−1] [mJy] [km s−1] [Jy km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Superantennae 1.1 (6.6σ) 0.16 0.60×0.49 (11◦) 18504±37 2.6±0.3 546±85 1.4±0.3
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 9.6 (26σ) 0.37 1.1×0.68 (81◦) 21797±5 26±1 409±11 11±1
IRAS 12112+0305 SW <0.76 (<3σ) 0.25 1.1×0.68 (81◦) — — — —
IRAS 15250+3609 9.6 (32σ) 0.30 1.1×0.55 (−26◦) 16589±4 39±1 253±8 10±1
IRAS 13509+0442 0.72 (6.5σ) 0.11 0.66×0.59 (−41◦) 40867±15 3.5±0.4 242±39 0.80±0.16
IRAS 20414−1651 1.5 (6.9σ) 0.22 0.41×0.27 (−68◦) 25848±55, 26220±40 3.0±0.8, 2.9±1.3 314, 160 (fix) 1.4±0.3
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Integrated intensity of the HNC J=4–3 emission line (νrest=362.630 GHz) in [Jy beam
−1 km s−1] at the
emission peak. Detection significance relative to the rms noise (1σ) in the moment 0 map is shown in parentheses. Possible systematic uncertainty is
not included. Col.(3): The rms noise (1σ) level in the moment 0 map in [Jy beam−1 km s−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals in
each moment 0 map. Col.(4): Beam size in [arcsec × arcsec] and position angle in [degree]. Position angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and
increases counterclockwise. Cols.(5)–(8): Gaussian fits of emission lines in the spectra at the continuum peak position, within the beam size. Col.(5):
Optical LSR velocity (vopt) of emission peak in [km s
−1]. Col.(6): Peak flux in [mJy]. Col.(7): Observed FWHM in [km s−1]. Col.(8): Flux in [Jy km
s−1]. The observed FWHM in [km s−1] in column 7 is divided by (1 + z) to obtain the intrinsic FWHM in [km s−1].
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TABLE 8
Flux of Isotopologue Emission Lines Based on Cycle 4 Data
Object Line Integrated intensity (moment 0) map Gaussian line fit
Peak rms Beam Velocity Peak FWHM Flux
[Jy beam−1 km s−1] [′′ × ′′] (◦) [km s−1] [mJy] [km s−1] [Jy km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
08572+3915 H13CN J=3–2 0.11 (2.9σ) 0.039 0.37×0.18 (17◦) 17524±29 0.34±0.05 393±87 0.14±0.04
H13CO+ J=3–2 <0.094 (<3σ) A 0.031 A 0.37×0.18 (15◦) 17450±90 0.20±0.09 235 (fix) 0.047±0.021
HN13C J=3–2 <0.067 (<3σ) 0.022 0.37×0.18 (15◦) — — — —
12112+0305 NE H13CN J=3–2 0.56 (12σ) 0.049 0.22×0.20 (39◦) 21687±6, 21969±5 1.6±0.1, 1.8±0.1 237±17, 125±11 0.6±0.1
H13CO+ J=3–2 0.060 (2.6σ) B 0.023 B 0.22×0.19 (38◦) 22003±31 C 0.43 (fix) C 131 (fix) C 0.060 C (0.16) D
HN13C J=3–2 0.32 (7.0σ) 0.046 0.22×0.19 (38◦) 21793±9 1.3±0.1 305±29 0.38±0.04
12112+0305 SW H13CN J=3–2 <0.11 (<3σ) 0.033 0.22×0.20 (39◦) — — — —
H13CO+ J=3–2 <0.086 (<3σ) 0.029 0.22×0.19 (38◦) — — — —
HN13C J=3–2 <0.098 (<3σ) 0.033 0.22×0.19 (38◦) — — — —
22491−1808 H13CN J=3–2 0.94 (19σ) 0.051 0.17×0.15 (74◦) 23276±6 2.6±0.1 408±15 1.1±0.1
H13CO+ J=3–2 0.31 (12σ) E 0.026 E 0.16×0.15 (−80◦) 23189±22 2.0±0.2 171±54 0.33±0.11
HN13C J=3–2 0.18 (4.7σ) 0.038 0.16×0.15 (−80◦) 23318±23 F 0.8±0.1 F 244±43 F 0.19±0.04 F
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Isotopologue line. H13CN J=3–2 (νrest = 259.012 GHz) or H
13CO+ J=3–2 (νrest = 260.255 GHz) or HN
13C J=3–2 (νrest = 261.263 GHz).
Col.(3): Integrated intensity in [Jy beam−1 km s−1] at the emission peak. Detection significance relative to the rms noise (1σ) in the moment 0 map is shown in parentheses.
Possible systematic uncertainty is not included. Col.(4): The rms noise (1σ) level in the moment 0 map in [Jy beam−1 km s−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals
in each moment 0 map. Col.(5): Beam size in [arcsec × arcsec] and position angle in [degree]. Position angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and increases counterclockwise.
Cols.(6)–(9): Gaussian fits of emission lines in the spectra at the continuum peak position, within the beam size. Col.(6): Optical LSR velocity (vopt) of emission peak in [km
s−1]. Col.(7): Peak flux in [mJy]. Col.(8): Observed FWHM in [km s−1]. Col.(9): Flux in [Jy km s−1]. The observed FWHM in [km s−1] in column 8 is divided by (1 + z) to
obtain the intrinsic FWHM in [km s−1].
AH13CO+ J=3–2 and SiO J=6–5 emission lines are spectrally blended. Data at νobs = 245.86–246.14 GHz in Figure 2c are summed to create the moment 0 map of the H
13CO+
J=3–2 emission line.
BData at νobs = 242.41–242.53 GHz in Figure 4g are summed to create the moment 0 map of the H
13CO+ J=3–2 emission line.
CThe blue component of the H13CO+ J=3–2 emission line could be overlapped with the SiO J=6–5 emission line. Only the red component is fitted.
DBy applying the blue to red component flux ratio of H13CN J=3–2 with ∼1.7 to H13CO+ J=3–2, the total H13CO+ J=3–2 line flux could be ∼2.7 times that of the red
component.
EData at νobs = 241.47–241.62 GHz in Figure 5c are summed to create the moment 0 map of the H
13CO+ J=3–2 emission line.
FData at vopt > 23229 km s
−1 in Figure 18 are used for the fitting.
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TABLE 9
Intrinsic Continuum Emission Size after Deconvolution
Object continuum apparent size beam physical size
[mas × mas] (◦) [arcsec × arcsec] [pc × pc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
IRAS 08572+3915 32b 903±98 × 468±46 (17±7) 0.90 × 0.51 1000 × 520
iso32 196±15 × 157±18 (58±18) 0.39 × 0.18 220 × 170
Superantennae 32b 504±53 × 476±45 (48±87) 1.0 × 0.61 590 × 560
43a 513±68 × 334±141 (131±24) 0.74 × 0.41 600 × 390
43b 548±39 × 279±53 (143±7) 0.61 × 0.50 640 × 330
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 32b 269±42 × 215±37 (88±47) 0.81 × 0.56 370 × 290
43a 341±90 × 163±114 (124±32) 1.4 × 0.56 470 × 220
43b 365±96 × 84±64 (75±18) 1.0 × 0.65 500 × 120
iso32 150±13 × 139±13 (55±83) 0.23 × 0.20 210 × 190
IRAS 12112+0305 SW 32b 731±259 × 537±336 (145±69) 0.81 × 0.56 1000 × 740
43a could not deconvolve 1.4 × 0.56 —
43b 1200±470 × 660±320 (86±80) 1.0 × 0.65 1600 × 910
iso32 208±27 × 139±32 (93±20) 0.23 × 0.20 290 × 190
IRAS 22491−1808 32b 244±32 × 213±42 (140±63) 0.41× 0.36 350 × 310
iso32 78±7 × 60±9 (14±19) 0.18 × 0.17 110 × 87
NGC 1614 N 32b 1890±150 × 1470±140 (155±16) 1.1 × 0.39 610 × 470
NGC 1614 S 32b 1740±180 × 1210±120 (98±15) 1.1 × 0.39 560 × 390
IRAS 12127−1412 32b <270 × <83 (—) 0.90 × 0.74 <640 × <200
IRAS 15250+3609 32b 329±126 × 277±208 (161±86) 1.3 × 0.74 350 × 290
43a 274±95 × 136±59 (179±38) 0.87 × 0.51 290 × 140
43b <200 × <50 (—) 1.1 × 0.56 <220 × <53
PKS 1345+12 32b 184±65 × 99±59 (104±52) 1.0 × 0.83 400 × 210
43a 148±30 × 87±67 (73±24) 0.67 × 0.59 320 × 190
IRAS 06035−7102 32b 518±67 × 363±125 (174±27) 1.1 × 0.74 770 × 540
IRAS 13509+0442 32b 498±52 × 359±54 (60±24) 0.92 × 0.81 1200 × 860
43a 416±63 × 381±62 (40±84) 0.70 × 0.53 990 × 910
43b 433±43 × 374±45 (124±80) 0.69 × 0.60 1000 × 890
IRAS 13509+0442 NE 32b 338±76 × 120±135 (119±24) 0.92 × 0.81 —
43a 271±83 × 231±145 (11±75) 0.70 × 0.53 —
43b 255±72 × 197±138 (62±68) 0.69 × 0.60 —
IRAS 20414−1651 43a 197±18 × 157±22 (68±22) 0.38 × 0.34 320 × 250
43b 361±25 × 147±26 (85±5) 0.40 × 0.27 580 × 240
Note. — Col.(1): Object name. Col.(2): Continuum band. Col.(3): Intrinsic continuum emission size in [mas],
after deconvolution using the CASA task “imfit”. The position angle in [degree] is shown in parentheses. Col.(4):
Synthesized beam size in [arcsec]. Col.(5): Intrinsic continuum emission size in physical scale in [pc]. No value is
shown for IRAS 13509+0442 NE, because its redshift is unknown.
TABLE 10
Intrinsic Size of Molecular Emission Lines after Deconvolution
Object HNC J=3–2 HCN J=4–3 HCO+ J=4–3 HNC J=4–3
[mas × mas] (◦) [mas × mas] (◦) [mas × mas] (◦) [mas × mas] (◦)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
IRAS 08572+3915 781±276 × 180±170 could not deconvolve A could not deconvolve A —
Superantennae 440±179 × 80±329 <490 × <150 could not deconvolve 1210±330 × 270±130
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 266±49 × 222±46 631±158 × 196±82 could not deconvolve <440 × <180
IRAS 12112+0305 SW could not deconvolve signal too weak point source point source
IRAS 22491−1808 313±37 × 273±40 could not deconvolve A could not deconvolve A could not deconvolve A
NGC 1614 2260±670 × 1430±410 B 1860±140 × 710±290 A 1854±42 × 1028±54 A 1330±330 × 870±560 A
IRAS 12127−1412 could not deconvolve could not deconvolve A could not deconvolve A could not deconvolve A
IRAS 15250+3609 249±120 × 197±53 466±85 × 64±84 <480 × <86 could not deconvolve
PKS 1345+12 could not deconvolve <530 × <380 could not deconvolve —
IRAS 06035−7102 565±161 × 252±196 — — —
IRAS 13509+0442 414±154 × 143±183 could not deconvolve 735±148 × 157±146 point source
IRAS 20414−1651 — <290 × <200 <340 × <17 656±167 × 265±186
Note. — Col.(1): Object name. Cols.(2), (3), (4), and (5): Intrinsic emission size of HNC J=3–2, HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, and HNC
J=4–3 in [mas], respectively, after deconvolution using the CASA task “imfit”. Position angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and
increases counterclockwise.
ADerived from Cycle 0 data presented by Imanishi & Nakanishi (2013a, 2014). Due to limited data quality and the large synthesized beam
size of Cycle 0 data, compared to Cycle 2, 3, and 4 data, constraints on the intrinsic emission size after deconvolution are not strong in many
cases.
BMeasured at the southern HNC J=3–2 emission peak in Figure 14.
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TABLE 11
Ratio of J=4–3 to J=3–2 Flux in (Jy km s−1) for
HCN, HCO+, and HNC
Object HCN HCO+ HNC
(1) (2) (3) (4)
IRAS 08572+3915 1.3±0.2 1.4±0.2 —
Superantennae 0.9±0.2 0.8±0.1 0.9±0.2
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 0.8±0.2 1.0±0.2 1.4±0.2
IRAS 12112+0305 SW n <1.6 1.2±0.5 <2.3
IRAS 22491−1808 0.9±0.2 1.5±0.2 1.2±0.2
NGC 1614 n 0.6±0.2 1.0±0.2 0.8±0.4
IRAS 12127−1412 0.9±0.2 0.8±0.2 1.1±0.3
IRAS 15250+3609 1.3±0.2 1.2±0.3 1.5±0.2
PKS 1345+12 0.6±0.1 0.8±0.1 —
IRAS 13509+0442 n 0.7±0.1 0.7±0.1 0.9±0.2
IRAS 20414−1651 1.3±0.3 0.8±0.1 —
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Cols.(2), (3), and (4): Ratio of
J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1) for HCN, HCO+, and
HNC, respectively. Possible absolute flux calibration uncer-
tainty with maximum ∼10% in individual ALMA band 6 and
7 data are included.
nNo detectable AGN signatures are seen in the optical, in-
frared, and (sub)millimeter spectra (Table 1).
TABLE 12
Ratio of HCN-to-HCO+ and HCN-to-HNC Flux in (Jy km s−1)
at J=4–3 and J=3–2
Object HCN/HCO+ HCN/HNC
J=4–3 J=3–2 J=4–3 J=3–2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
IRAS 08572+3915 0.8±0.1 0.9±0.1 — 3.6±0.6
Superantennae 1.6±0.3 1.4±0.2 6.8±1.8 6.4±1.0
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 1.4±0.3 1.8±0.3 0.6±0.1 1.0±0.2
IRAS 12112+0305 SW n <1.6 0.5±0.2 — 1.4±0.6
IRAS 22491−1808 1.4±0.1 2.3±0.2 1.1±0.1 1.4±0.2
NGC 1614 n 0.18±0.06 0.33±0.11 1.6±0.7 2.2±1.1
IRAS 12127−1412 1.5±0.5 1.3±0.2 1.3±0.4 1.6±0.3
IRAS 15250+3609 3.0±0.7 2.6±0.4 0.7±0.1 0.8±0.1
PKS 1345+12 0.6±0.1 0.7±0.1 — 3.8±0.9
IRAS 06035−7102 — 0.8±0.1 — 2.7±0.4
IRAS 13509+0442 n 0.8±0.2 0.8±0.1 1.0±0.2 1.2±0.2
IRAS 20414−1651 2.1±0.6 1.4±0.2 3.9±1.3 —
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Ratio of HCN-to-HCO+
flux in (Jy km s−1) at J=4–3. Col.(3): Ratio of HCN-to-HCO+
flux in (Jy km s−1) at J=3–2. Col.(4): Ratio of HCN-to-HNC
flux in (Jy km s−1) at J=4–3. Col.(5): Ratio of HCN-to-HNC flux
in (Jy km s−1) at J=3–2. Since HCN and HCO+ line data were
taken simultaneously at J=3–2 or J=4–3, only statistical uncertain-
ties for Gaussian fits are considered in Cols. (2) and (3), except
Superantennae, for which possible additional ∼10% systematic un-
certainty is added, because the extremely broad molecular emission
line profiles make continuum determination ambiguous (Imanishi
et al. 2016c). HCN and HNC line data were taken separately. For
the HCN-to-HNC flux ratios in Cols. (4) and (5), possible ∼10%
absolute flux calibration uncertainty is added.
nNo detectable AGN signatures are seen in the optical, infrared,
and (sub)millimeter spectra (Table 1).
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TABLE 13
Ratio of Main to Isotopologue Emission Line Flux in [Jy km s−1] Based on ALMA Cycle 4
Data
Object HCN-to-H13CN J=3–2 HCO+-to-H13CO+ J=3–2 HNC-to-HN13C J=3–2
(1) (2) (3) (4)
IRAS 08572+3915 19 >31 >10
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 14 77 (29 A) 20
IRAS 12112+0305 SW >6 >15 >4
IRAS 22491−1808 8 11 31
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Ratio of HCN J=3–2 to H13CN J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1). HCN J=3–2
flux is taken from Imanishi et al. (2016c). Col.(3): Ratio of HCO+ J=3–2 to H13CO+ J=3–2 flux in (Jy km
s−1). HCO+ J=3–2 flux is taken from Imanishi et al. (2016c). Col.(4): Ratio of HNC J=3–2 to HN13C J=3–2
flux in (Jy km s−1).
AWe assume that H13CO+ J=3–2 has the same emission line profile as H13CN J=3–2, and that the blue
component of the H13CO+ J=3–2 emission is overlapped with the stronger SiO J=6–5 emission line in Figure
18.
TABLE 14
Ratio of HCN J=3–2 to H13CN J=3–2 Flux in [Jy km s−1] Based on ALMA
Cycle 2 and 3 Data
Object HCN J=3–2 H13CN J=3–2 HCN/H13CN J=3–2
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Superantennae 10.6±0.3 <0.21 >51
NGC 1614 0.87±2.0, 0.85±0.22 <0.25 A >3.5 A
IRAS 12127−1412 1.3±0.1 <0.14 >9
IRAS 15250+3609 5.2±0.3 0.43±0.16 12
PKS 1345+12 2.7±0.3 <0.13 >21
IRAS 06035−7102 4.9±0.2 <0.24 >20
IRAS 13509+0442 1.1±0.2 <0.12 >9
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): HCN J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1)
taken from Imanishi et al. (2016c). Col.(3): H13CN J=3–2 flux in (Jy km
s−1) derived from integrated intensity (moment 0) maps in ALMA Cycle 2
or 3 data (Table 16). For undetected sources, 3σ upper limits are provided.
Col.(4): Ratio of HCN J=3–2 to H13CN J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1).
ABoth at the northern and southern HCN J=3–2 emission peaks defined in
Imanishi et al. (2016c).
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TABLE 15
Luminosity of Selected Bright Molecular Emission Lines
Object HNC J=3–2 HCN J=4–3 HCO+ J=4–3 HNC J=4–3
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
IRAS 08572+3915 1.2±0.2 7.3±0.7 A 9.7±0.7 A —
1.9±0.3 5.1±0.5 A 6.6±0.5 A —
Superantennae 3.2±0.4 25±2 16±1 3.7±0.8
4.9±0.6 18±1 11±1 2.4±0.5
IRAS 12112+0305 NE 22±1 24±4 18±3 37±4
34±1 17±3 12±2 24±2
IRAS 12112+0305 SW 1.3±0.4 non-detection 5.9±2.2 non-detection
2.0±0.6 non-detection 4.0±1.5 non-detection
IRAS 22491−1808 19±1 30±2 A 22±2 A 29±1 A
30±1 21±1 A 15±1 A 19±1 A
NGC 1614 (2.5”) 0.3±0.1 0.48±0.14 B 2.7±0.2 B 0.30±0.09 B
0.47±0.18 0.34±0.10 B 1.9±0.2 B 0.19±0.06 B
IRAS 12127−1412 8.0±1.5 15±3 A 9.6±2.4 A 12±3 A
12±2 11±2 A 6.6±1.6 A 7.6±2.2 A
IRAS 15250+3609 11±1 14±1 C 4.8±1.0 C 21±2
17±1 9.9±0.6 C 3.3±0.7 C 14±1
PKS 1345+12 5.8±1.3 18±3 32±3 —
9.0±2.0 12±2 22±2 —
IRAS 06035−7102 6.0±0.7 — — —
9.3±1.0 — — —
IRAS 13509+0442 9.1±0.8 10±2 13±2 11±2
14±1 7.2±1.1 8.6±1.2 7.0±1.4
IRAS 20414−1651 — 28±7 13±2 7.5±1.6
— 20±5 9.0±1.1 4.9±1.0
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Cols.(2)–(5): Luminosity of HNC J=3–2, HCN J=4–3, HCO+
J=4–3, and HNC J=4–3, in units of (104 L⊙) calculated with Equation (1) of Solomon &
Vanden Bout (2005) (first row) and in units of (107 K km s−1 pc2) calculated with Equation
(3) of Solomon & Vanden Bout (2005) (second row).
ATaken from Imanishi & Nakanishi (2014).
BTaken from Imanishi & Nakanishi (2013a), measured with a 3′′ × 3′′ square aperture.
CNuclear main emission line component only, after excluding the outflow-origin sub-peak
emission component.
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Fig. 1.— Continuum maps of selected (U)LIRGs with some morphological features. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl.
(J2000), respectively. We denote continuum data taken with “HNC J=3–2”, “J=4–3 of HCN and HCO+”, “HNC J=4–3”, and “J=3–2
of H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C”, as 32b, 43a, 43b, and 32iso, respectively. The contours are 5σ, 10σ, 30σ, 50σ for continuum-32b of
IRAS 12112+0305, 4σ, 10σ, 20σ, 40σ for continuum-43a of IRAS 12112+0305, 4σ, 10σ, 20σ, 30σ for continuum-43b of IRAS 12112+0305,
5σ, 20σ, 80σ for continuum-32iso of IRAS 12112+0305, 5σ, 6σ, 8σ for continuum-32b of NGC 1614, 10σ, 20σ, 30σ for continuum-32b,
-43a, and -43b of IRAS 13509+0442. For IRAS 12112+0305, both the north-eastern (NE) and south-western (SW) nuclei are detected.
For IRAS 13509+0442, the southern source is the ULIRG IRAS 13509+0442, and the north-eastern (NE) one is a serendipitously detected
bright continuum emitting source. The projected physical separation of the two nuclei of IRAS 12112+0305 is ∼4 kpc and that of the two
continuum peaks of NGC 1614 is ∼0.3 kpc. Beam sizes are shown as filled circles in the lower-left region.
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Fig. 2.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 08572+3915. In (c), a downward arrow and upward arrow are shown for SO 6(6)–5(5) (νrest=258.256
GHz) and HC15N J=3–2 (νrest=258.157 GHz), respectively. In (d), a downward arrow is shown for SO2 10(3,7)–10(2,8) (νrest=245.563
GHz).
Fig. 3.— ALMA spectra of Superantennae. In (e), a downward arrow is shown for CH3OH 16(2,14)–16(−1,16) (νrest=364.859 GHz).
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Fig. 4.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 12112+0305. Those of the north-eastern nucleus (IRAS 12112+0305 NE) are shown first, and those
of the south-western nucleus (IRAS 12112+0305 SW) are shown later. In (e), a downward arrow is shown for CH3OH 16(2,14)–16(−1,16)
(νrest=364.859 GHz). The expected frequency of SO 6(6)–5(5) (νrest=258.256 GHz) is shown with a downward arrow in (g), and that of
HC15N J=3–2 (νrest=258.157 GHz) is shown with an upward arrow in (g) and (o). In (b) and (j), data at νobs ∼ 239 GHz were flagged in
the pipeline processed data, due to the influence of Earth’s atmospheric features.
Fig. 5.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 22491−1808. In (c), a downward arrow and upward arrow are shown for SO 6(6)–5(5) (νrest=258.256
GHz) and HC15N J=3–2 (νrest=258.157 GHz), respectively.
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Fig. 6.— ALMA spectra of NGC 1614. In addition to the spectra at the continuum peak positions within the beam size, spatially
integrated spectra are shown.
Fig. 7.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 12127−1412.
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Fig. 8.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 15250+3609. In (d), a downward arrow and upward arrow are shown for CH3OH 16(2,14)–16(−1,16)
(νrest=364.859 GHz) and SO2 25(9,17)–26(8,18) (νrest=364.950 GHz), respectively. The HNC v2=1f J=4–3 line may be contaminated
by the CH3OH and SO2 lines. In (e), downward arrows are shown for SO2 31(10,22)–32(9,23) (νrest=349.227 GHz) and CH3CN 19(3)–
18(3) (νrest=349.393 GHz), and upward arrows are shown for CCH N=4–3, J=9/2–7/2, F=5–4 (νrest=349.337 GHz) and CCH N=4–3,
J=9/2–7/2, F=4–3 (νrest=349.339 GHz).
Fig. 9.— ALMA spectra of PKS 1345+12. In (c), an upward arrow is shown for SO2 15(7,9)–16(6,10) (νrest=356.041 GHz). In (d),
downward arrows are shown for CN N=3–2, J=7/2–5/2 (νrest=340.248–340.265 GHz).
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Fig. 10.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 06035−7102.
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Fig. 11.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 13509+0442. Those of the ULIRG IRAS 13509+0442 itself are shown first, and those of the
north-eastern bright continuum emitting source (IRAS 13509+0442 NE) are shown later. In (e), a downward arrow is shown for CH3OH
16(2,14)–16(−1,16) (νrest=364.859 GHz). In (f), downward arrows are shown for CH3CN 19(4)–18(4) (νrest=349.346 GHz) and CH3CN
19(3)–18(3) (νrest=349.393 GHz).
Fig. 12.— ALMA spectra of IRAS 20414−1651.
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Fig. 13.— Integrated intensity (moment 0) maps of the detected bright HNC J=3–2, HCN J=4–3, HCO+ J=4–3, and HNC J=4–3
emission lines. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 3σ, 5σ, 7σ for IRAS
08572+3915 HNC J=3–2; 3σ, 6σ, 9σ for Superantennae HNC J=3–2; 3σ, 4σ for Superantennae HCN J=4–3; 4σ, 6σ for Superantennae
HCO+ J=4–3; 4σ, 6σ for Superantennae HNC J=4–3; 10σ, 20σ, 40σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HNC J=3–2; 5σ, 10σ, 20σ for IRAS
12112+0305 NE HCN J=4–3; 4σ, 7σ, 10σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HCO+ J=4–3; 5σ, 10σ, 20σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HNC J=4–3;
3σ, 3.5σ for IRAS 12112+0305 SW HNC J=3–2; 3σ, 4σ for IRAS 12112+0305 SW HCO+ J=4–3; 10σ, 20σ, 30σ for IRAS 22491−1808
HNC J=3–2; 3σ, 6σ, 9σ for IRAS 12127−1412 HNC J=3–2; 8σ, 16σ, 32σ for IRAS 15250+3609 HNC J=3–2; 5σ, 10σ, 20σ for IRAS
15250+3609 HCN J=4–3; 5σ, 10σ, 15σ for IRAS 15250+3609 HCO+ J=4–3; 7σ, 14σ, 28σ for IRAS 15250+3609 HNC J=4–3; 3σ, 4σ, 5σ
for PKS 1345+12 HNC J=3–2; 3σ, 5σ, 7σ for PKS 1345+12 HCN J=4–3; 4σ, 8σ, 12σ for PKS 1345+12 HCO+ J=4–3; 4σ, 8σ, 12σ for
IRAS 06035−7102 HNC J=3–2; 4σ, 7σ, 10σ for IRAS 13509+0442 HNC J=3–2; 3σ, 6σ, 9σ for IRAS 13509+0442 HCN J=4–3; 3σ, 6σ, 9σ
for IRAS 13509+0442 HCO+ J=4–3; 3σ, 6σ for IRAS 13509+0442 HNC J=4–3; 4σ, 7σ for IRAS 20414−1651 HCN J=4–3; 4σ, 10σ for
IRAS 20414−1651 HCO+ J=4–3; and 4σ, 6σ for IRAS 20414−1651 HNC J=4–3. IRAS 15250+3609 displays an outflow-origin sub-peak
emission component, in addition to the nuclear main emission component, for HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3 (§5.1.1). The moment 0
maps are for the nuclear main emission components only. Beam sizes are shown as filled circles in the lower-left region.
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Fig. 14.— Integrated intensity (moment 0) map of HNC J=3–2 emission line of NGC 1614. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000)
and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours are 2σ and 2.8σ. A beam size is shown as the filled circle in the lower-left region. Gaussian
fits of HNC J=3–2 emission line in the spectra at the N- and S-peaks in the continuum emission map (Figure 1), within the beam size, and
in a spatially integrated spectrum with a 2.′′5 radius circular region around (04h33m59.99s, −08◦34′44.70′′)J2000, are shown. The abscissa
is optical LSR velocity in (km s−1). The ordinate is flux in (mJy beam−1) for the spectra at the peaks and flux in (mJy) for the spatially
integrated spectrum.
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Fig. 15.— Integrated intensity (moment 0) maps of the isotopologue H13CN J=3–2, H13CO+ J=3–2, and HN13C J=3–2 emission lines
taken in Cycle 4 observations. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 2σ, 2.7σ
for IRAS 08572+3915 H13CN J=3–2, 1.8σ for IRAS 08572+3915 H13CO+ J=3–2, no contours with >1.5σ for IRAS 08572+3915 HN13C
J=3–2, 4σ, 7σ, 10σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE H13CN J=3–2, 2.5σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE H13CO+ J=3–2, 4σ, 6σ for IRAS 12112+0305
NE HN13C J=3–2, 4σ, 8σ, 16σ for IRAS 22491−1808 H13CN J=3–2, 3σ, 7σ, 11σ for IRAS 22491−1808 H13CO+ J=3–2, and 3σ, 4σ for
IRAS 22491−1808 HN13C J=3–2. Beam sizes are shown as filled circles in the lower-left region.
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Fig. 16.— Gaussian fits to the detected HNC J=3–2 emission lines in band 6 spectra at ULIRG’s nuclei within the beam size. The
abscissa is optical LSR velocity in (km s−1) and the ordinate is flux in (mJy beam−1).
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Fig. 17.— Gaussian fits to the detected HCN, HCO+, and HNC J=4–3 emission lines in band 7 spectra at ULIRG’s nuclei within the
beam size. The abscissa is optical LSR velocity in (km s−1) and the ordinate is flux in (mJy beam−1). For HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3
of IRAS 12112+0305 NE, the dotted curved lines are single Gaussian fits using data not strongly affected by the central dips. For HCN
J=4–3, data at 21340–21620 km s−1 and 22010–22150 km s−1 are used for the fit. For HCO+ J=4–3, data at 21500–21620 km s−1 and
22000–22130 km s−1 are used.
Fig. 18.— Gaussian fits to the detected isotopologue H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C J=3–2 emission lines in Cycle 4 deep spectra, within
the beam size, at the nuclei of IRAS 08572+3915, IRAS 12112+0305 NE, and IRAS 22491−1808. The abscissa is optical LSR velocity in
(km s−1) and the ordinate is flux in (mJy beam−1). The HN13C J=3–2 emission line is not clearly detected in IRAS 08572+3915. The
best fit Gaussian is shown as a solid curved line. For the H13CN J=3–2 emission line of IRAS 12112+0305 NE, two Gaussians are used
for the fit. For all sources, we simultaneously fit spectrally-overlapped H13CO+ J=3–2 and SiO J=6–5 emission lines with two Gaussian
components. The fits for the SiO J=6–5 lines are shown as dashed curved lines. For HN13C J=3–2 of IRAS 22491−1808, only data at vopt
> 23229 km s−1 are used for the Gaussian fit.
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Fig. 19.— Integrated intensity (moment 0) maps of the vibrationally excited HCN v2=1f J=4–3 emission line for IRAS 12112+0305 NE
and HNC v2=1f J=4–3 emission line for IRAS 15250+3609. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively.
The contours are 2.5σ and 3σ for HCN v2=1f J=4–3 of IRAS 12112+0305 NE and 3σ, 4σ, and 5σ for HNC v2=1f J=4–3 of IRAS
15250+3609. Beam sizes are shown as filled circles in the lower-left region.
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Fig. 20.— Intensity-weighted mean velocity (moment 1) maps for emission lines with >10σ detection in their integrated intensity
(moment 0) maps. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 21770, 21810
km s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HNC J=3–2, 21700, 21750, 21800 km s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HCN J=4–3, 21650, 21800 km
s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HCO+ J=4–3, 21765, 21820 km s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HNC J=4–3, 23270, 23300, 23330 km s−1
for IRAS 22491−1808 HNC J=3–2, 39960, 40000 km s−1 for IRAS 12127−1412 HNC J=3–2, 16610 km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HNC
J=3–2, 16560, 16600 km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HCN J=4–3, 16570 km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HCO+ J=4–3, 16600 km s−1 for
IRAS 15250+3609 HNC J=4–3, 36450 km s−1 for PKS 1345+12 HCO+ J=4–3, 23820 km s−1 for IRAS 06035−7102 HNC J=3–2, 40910,
40950 km s−1 for IRAS 13509+0442 HNC J=3–2, 40900, 40930 km s−1 for IRAS 13509+0442 HCN J=4–3, 40910, 40970 km s−1 for IRAS
13509+0442 HCO+ J=4–3, and 26000, 26200 km s−1 for IRAS 20414−1651 HCO+ J=4–3. For HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3 emission of
IRAS 15250+3609, only the main nuclear emission components (see §5.1.1) are used to create the moment 1 maps. Beam sizes are shown
as open circles at the lower-left part. We applied an appropriate cut-off to prevent the resulting maps from being dominated by noise.
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Fig. 21.— Intensity-weighted velocity dispersion (moment 2) maps for emission lines with >10σ detection in their integrated intensity
(moment 0) maps. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 100, 112 km
s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HNC J=3–2, 120 km s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HCN J=4–3, 120 km s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE
HCO+ J=4–3, 110 km s−1 for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HNC J=4–3, 100 km s−1 for IRAS 22491−1808 HNC J=3–2, 116 km s−1 for IRAS
12127−1412 HNC J=3–2, 74, 88, 102 km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HNC J=3–2, 70, 84 km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HCN J=4–3, 60
km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HCO+ J=4–3, 73, 80 km s−1 for IRAS 15250+3609 HNC J=4–3, 120 km s−1 for PKS 1345+12 HCO+
J=4–3, 90 km s−1 for IRAS 06035−7102 HNC J=3–2, 54 km s−1 for IRAS 13509+0442 HNC J=3–2, 56 km s−1 for IRAS 13509+0442
HCN J=4–3, 48 km s−1 for IRAS 13509+0442 HCO+ J=4–3, and 160 km s−1 for IRAS 20414−1651 HCO+ J=4–3. For HCN J=4–3 and
HCO+ J=4–3 emission of IRAS 15250+3609, only the main nuclear emission components (see §5.1.1) are used to create the moment 2
maps. Beam sizes are shown as open circles at the lower-left part. An appropriate cut-off was chosen for these moment 2 maps.
Fig. 22.— Investigations of the emission and absorption profiles of HCN, HCO+, and HNC lines at J=3–2 and J=4–3 for IRAS
15250+3609. HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–2 data are taken from Imanishi et al. (2016c). The abscissa is velocity in (km s−1), relative to
the systemic velocity (Vsys = 16560 km s−1). The ordinate is flux in (mJy beam−1).
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Fig. 23.— Spatial distribution of outflowing molecular gas indicated from the blueshifted absorption and redshifted emission features.
The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. Redshifted emission and blueshifted absorption are shown as
red solid lines and blue dashed lines, respectively. HCO+ J=4–3 and J=3–2 of IRAS 15250+3609, and SiO J=6–5 of IRAS 12112+0305 NE
are displayed, because both the redshifted emission and blueshifted absorption components are detected with >3σ. For HCO+ J=4–3 of
IRAS 15250+3609, contours are 4σ, 7σ, and 10.5σ for the redshifted emission component (1σ = 0.18 Jy beam−1 km s−1), and −5σ, −4σ,
−3σ for the blueshifted absorption component (1σ = 0.091 Jy beam−1 km s−1). For HCO+ J=3–2 of IRAS 15250+3609, contours are
3σ, 5σ, 7σ, and 9σ for the redshifted emission component (1σ = 0.084 Jy beam−1 km s−1), and −4.8σ, −4σ, and −3σ for the blueshifted
absorption component (1σ = 0.095 Jy beam−1 km s−1). For SiO J=6–5 of IRAS 12112+0305 NE, contours are 3σ, 5σ, and 7σ for the
redshifted emission component (1σ = 0.025 Jy beam−1 km s−1), and −4.4σ, −4σ, and −3σ for the blueshifted absorption component (1σ
= 0.024 Jy beam−1 km s−1). Beam sizes are shown as open circles at the lower-left part.
Fig. 24.— Investigations of the P Cygni profile of SiO J=6–5 emission for IRAS 12112+0305 NE. The abscissa is velocity in (km s−1),
relative to the systemic velocity (Vsys = 21900 km s−1). The ordinate is flux in (mJy beam−1). The horizontal dotted and vertical dashed
lines are plotted at the zero flux level and systemic velocity, respectively.
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Fig. 25.— HCN-to-HNC (abscissa) and HCN-to-HCO+ flux ratios (ordinate) at J=4–3 and J=3–2, shown in logarithmic scale. Filled and
open symbols mean AGN-important ULIRGs and starburst-dominated galaxies, respectively. A: NGC 1614. B: IRAS 12112+0305 SW. C:
IRAS 20551−4250. D: IRAS 08572+3915. E: IRAS 12112+0305 NE. F: IRAS 22491−1808. G: Superantennae. H: IRAS 15250+3609. I:
PKS 1345+12. J: IRAS 06035−7102. K: IRAS 13509+0442. L: IRAS 12127−1412. M: IRAS 20414−1651. The (sub)millimeter-detected
extremely deeply buried AGN candidates (objects E, F, and M) are shown as gray to distinguish them from other ULIRGs with stronger
luminous buried AGN signatures in the infrared/X-ray spectra. For objects C, E and F, H13CN, H13CO+, and HN13C J=3–2 emission
lines were detected in our Cycle 4 deep data. Line-opacity-corrected intrinsic flux ratios at J=3–2 are plotted (denoted as C’, E’, and F’).
For object C, a line-opacity-corrected intrinsic flux ratio at J=4–3 is also plotted (denoted as C’), by adopting a line opacity correction
factor of ∼3 (Imanishi et al. 2016b, 2017). Objects A, B, and K do not display any obvious AGN signature in the optical, infrared, and
(sub)millimeter spectra.
Fig. 26.— Ratio of J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1) for HCN (abscissa) and HCO+ or HNC (ordinate). The object symbols (A–M)
are the same as in Figure 25. We have added N: NGC 7469 (Izumi et al. 2015; Imanishi et al. 2016c) and O: NGC 4418 (Sakamoto et
al. 2010). The dashed line indicates the same J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratio between the abscissa (HCN) and ordinate (HCO+ and HNC).
Objects A and K (located at the lower-left part) are galaxies with no clear AGN signatures in the optical, infrared, and (sub)millimeter
spectra. IRAS 12112+0305 SW has only upper limits for the J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux ratios of HCN and HNC (Table 11). This source is not
plotted, because constraints are too loose to be meaningful. The open stars for objects G and L are overlapped.
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Fig. 27.— RADEX calculations of the ratio of J=4–3 to J=3–2 flux in (Jy km s−1), as a function of H2 kinetic temperature and
volume number density, for HCN, HCO+, and HNC. The molecular column density with 1 × 1016 cm−2 is assumed for HCN, HCO+,
and HNC. Calculations are made for a molecular line width of 400 km s−1 (a–c) and 1000 km s−1 (d–f) to represent all galaxies (except
Superantennae) and Superantennae, respectively.
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Fig. 28.— Comparison of HCN and HCO+ emission line luminosities at J=4–3 and J=3–2 as measured with our ALMA interferometric
observations (abscissa), with infrared luminosity (ordinate). (a): HCN J=4–3. (b): HCO+ J=4–3. (c): HCN J=3–2. (d): HCO+ J=3–2.
The solid lines in (a) and (b) are the best-fit lines for HCN J=4–3 (logLIR = 1.00logL
′
HCN(4−3) + 3.80) and HCO
+ J=4–3 (logLIR =
1.13logL′HCO+(4−3) + 2.83) for various types of galaxies (Tan et al. 2017). For optically thick and thermally excited molecular gas, the
molecular line luminosity in units of (K km s−1 pc2) should be the same for J=4–3 and J=3–2. For HCN J=3–2 and HCO+ J=3–2, the
same best-fit lines as HCN J=4–3 and HCO+ J=4–3, respectively, are plotted as the solid lines. Molecular line luminosities are estimated
from the ALMA spectra within the beam size in all sources, except NGC 1614 for which spatially integrated spectra are used, due to the
obvious spatial extent of molecular line emission in this source. The starburst-dominated galaxies NGC 1614 and IRAS 13509+0442 are
shown as open circles, while the remaining ULIRGs with AGN signatures are displayed as filled circles. For IRAS 12112+0305, the HCO+
J=4–3, HCN J=3–2, and HCO+ J=3–2 emission lines are detected at both the NE and SW nuclei. Luminosities at both nuclei are added.
For the HCN J=4–3 emission, it is undetected in IRAS 12112+0305 SW and the luminosity in IRAS 12112+0305 NE is plotted. At J=3–2,
eleven sources are plotted. At J=4–3, ten sources are plotted, because there are no J=4–3 data for IRAS 06035−7102.
7. APPENDIX A
Figure 29 displays the continuum emission of ULIRGs, which are dominated by compact nuclear components. The
observed properties of serendipitously detected molecular emission lines are summarized in Table 16. Figures 30 and 31
show integrated intensity (moment 0) maps and Gaussian fits in the spectra within the beam sizes of these molecular
lines, respectively. Intensity-weighted mean velocity (moment 1) and intensity-weighted velocity dispersion (moment
2) maps of the CS J=5–4 emission line are displayed in Figures 32 and 33, respectively, for IRAS 12112+0305 NE and
IRAS 22491−1808.
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TABLE 16
Flux of Other Faint Emission Lines
Object Line Integrated intensity (moment 0) map Gaussian line fit
Peak rms Beam Velocity Peak FWHM Flux
Jy beam−1 km s−1 [′′ × ′′] (◦) [km s−1] [mJy] [km s−1] [Jy km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
08572+3915 CS J=5–4 (244.936) 0.39 (9.6σ) 0.041 0.40×0.19 (16◦) 17485±10 1.3±0.1 350±22 0.44±0.04
SiO J=6–5 (260.518) <0.11 (<3σ) 0.036 0.37×0.18 (16◦) 17223±228 0.32±0.16 235 (fix) 0.077±0.037
SO 6(6)–5(5) (258.256) <0.12 (<3σ) 0.040 0.37×0.18 (17◦) 17474±18 0.44±0.06 269±45 0.12±0.03
H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) A <0.17 (<3σ) 0.056 0.92×0.51 (8◦) — — — —
Superantennae CH3OH (364.859) 0.67 (3.6σ) 0.19 0.60×0.49 (16◦) 18418±60 1.5±0.4 418±165 0.62±0.30
H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) A <0.21 (<3σ) 0.068 1.0×0.62 (59◦) — — — —
12112+0305 NE H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) A 0.28 (3.2σ) 0.086 0.84×0.57 (65◦) 21759±48 1.0±0.3 322±98 0.32±0.14
HCN v2=1f J=4–3 (356.256) 1.1 (3.0σ) 0.36 1.4×0.55 (71◦) — — — —
CH3OH (364.859) 4.3 (13σ) 0.33 1.0×0.66 (82◦) 21846±8 12±1 394±23 4.6±0.3
CS J=7–6 (342.883) 1.4 (5.5σ) 0.25 1.4×0.56 (71◦) 21688, 21976 (fix) 1.4±0.8, 5.1±1.1 (fix) 315, 165 (fix) 1.3±0.3
CS J=5–4 (244.936) 1.4 (29σ) 0.048 0.23×0.20 (37◦) 21660±4, 21972±2 3.3±0.1, 3.6±0.1 292±10, 136±5 1.4±0.1
HC3N J=27–26 (245.606) 0.53 (14σ) 0.038 0.23×0.20 (37◦) 21765±16, 21982±10 1.7±0.1, 0.88±0.19 294±47, 124±29 0.59±0.17
SiO J=6–5 (260.518) 0.18 (7.3σ) 0.025 0.22×0.19 (38◦) — — — —
SO 6(6)–5(5) (258.256) 0.20 (4.2σ) 0.048 0.22×0.20 (39◦) — — — —
12112+0305 SW CS J=5–4 (244.936) 0.13 (5.0σ) 0.026 0.23×0.20 (37◦) 21984±20 0.52±0.06 265±46 0.14±0.03
H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) A <0.22 (<3σ) 0.073 0.84×0.57 (65◦) — — — —
22491−1808 H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) A 0.42 (8.1σ) 0.052 0.41×0.37 (79◦) 23274±24 2.2±0.2 336±46 0.72±0.13
HC3N J=30–29 (272.885) 0.72 (8.8σ) 0.081 0.40×0.35 (79◦) 23309±21 2.8±0.3 342±53 0.93±0.18
CS J=5–4 (244.936) 2.4 (46σ) 0.052 0.19×0.17 (59◦) 23278±4 6.3±0.1 445±8 2.7±0.1
HC3N J=27–26 (245.606) 1.2 (23σ) 0.050 0.19×0.17 (59◦) 23298±5 3.2±0.1 404±14 1.3±0.1
SiO J=6–5 (260.518) 0.69 (19σ) 0.037 0.16×0.15 (−80◦) 23234±7 2.9±0.1 260±14 0.74±0.05
SO 6(6)–5(5) (258.256) 0.23 (6.7σ) 0.035 0.17×0.15 (74◦) — — — —
NGC 1614 H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) A <0.25 (<3σ) 0.080 1.1×0.40 (−67◦) — — — —
12127−1412 H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) B <0.14 (<3σ) 0.045 0.91×0.76 (70◦)
15250+3609 H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) B 0.43 (4.7σ) 0.091 1.3×0.76 (−10◦) 16615±24 2.3±0.6 182±49 0.43±0.16
HNC v2=1f J=4–3 (365.147) 0.68 (5.3σ) C 0.13 C 1.1×0.55 (−24◦) 16508±35 4.0±0.9 159±70 0.64±0.32
CH3OH (364.859) 3.2 (12σ) 0.26 1.1×0.55 (−24◦) 16602±12 11±1 344±34 3.7±0.4
HC3N J=30–29 (272.885) 0.81 (9.4σ) D 0.086 1.2×0.72 (−11◦) 16580±118 3.3±0.4 432±156 1.4±0.5
PKS 1345+12 CS J=7–6 (342.883) 0.21 (3.4σ) 0.062 0.66×0.59 (53◦) — — — —
H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) B <0.13 (<3σ) 0.043 1.0×0.85 (−49◦) — — — —
06035−7102 H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) B <0.24 (<3σ) 0.078 1.1×0.76 (51◦) — — — —
13509+0442 CS J=7–6 (342.883) 0.16 (3.3σ) 0.050 0.68×0.54 (47◦) — — — —
CH3CN (349.346) 0.84 (9.5σ) 0.089 0.69×0.61 (−40◦) — — — —
H13CN J=3–2 (259.012) B <0.12 (<3σ) 0.040 0.95×0.83 (57◦) — — — —
20414−1651 CS J=7-6 (342.883) 0.81 (6.7σ) 0.12 0.38×0.34 (−67◦) 25844±20, 26278±18 2.1±0.2, 1.8±0.3 319±56, 189±53 1.0±0.2
Note. — Col.(1): Object. Col.(2): Line. Rest-frame frequency in [GHz] is shown in parentheses. Col.(3): Integrated intensity in [Jy beam−1 km s−1] at the emission peak. Detection
significance relative to the rms noise (1σ) in the moment 0 map is shown in parentheses. Possible systematic uncertainty is not included. Col.(4): The rms noise (1σ) level in the moment
0 map in [Jy beam−1 km s−1], derived from the standard deviation of sky signals in each moment 0 map. Col.(5): Beam size in [arcsec × arcsec] and position angle in [degree]. Position
angle is 0◦ along the north-south direction, and increases counterclockwise. Cols.(6)–(9): Gaussian fits of emission lines in the spectra at the continuum peak position, within the beam size.
Col.(6): Optical LSR velocity (vopt) of emission peak in [km s
−1]. Col.(7): Peak flux in [mJy]. Col.(8): Observed FWHM in [km s−1]. Col.(9): Flux in [Jy km s−1]. The observed FWHM
in [km s−1] in column 8 is divided by (1 + z) to obtain the intrinsic FWHM in [km s−1].
ABased on ALMA Cycle 2 data.
BBased on ALMA Cycle 3 data.
CData at νobs = 346.00–346.19 GHz in Figure 8d are summed.
DNot all of the HC3N J=30–29 emission line is covered in the spectral window, which was used to create the moment 0 map. Thus, the estimated flux is smaller than the Gaussian fit in
Figure 31.
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Fig. 29.— Continuum emission maps of ULIRGs dominated by compact single nuclear components. The abscissa and ordinate are
R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. We denote continuum data taken with “HNC J=3–2”, “J=3–2 of H13CN, H13CO+, and
HN13C”, “J=4–3 of HCN and HCO+”, and “HNC J=4–3”, as 32b, 32iso, 43a, and 43b, respectively. The contours are 5σ, 10σ, 20σ
for continuum-32b of IRAS 08572+3915, 10σ, 20σ, 40σ for continuum-32iso of IRAS 08572+3915, 10σ, 20σ, 30σ for continuum-32b of
Superantennae, 5σ, 10σ, 20σ for continuum-43a of Superantennae, 10σ, 20σ, 40σ for continuum-43b of Superantennae, 20σ, 40σ, 60σ for
continuum-32b of IRAS 22491−1808, 30σ, 55σ, 80σ for continuum-32iso of IRAS 22491−1808, 8σ, 16σ, 32σ for continuum-32b of IRAS
12127−1412, 15σ, 30σ, 45σ for continuum-32b of IRAS 15250+3609, 10σ, 20σ, 30σ for continuum-43a of IRAS 15250+3609, 10σ, 20σ,
40σ for continuum-43b of IRAS 15250+3609, 20σ, 40σ, 60σ for continuum-32b of PKS 1345+12, 20σ, 50σ, 80σ for continuum-43a of PKS
1345+12, 5σ, 10σ, 20σ for continuum-32b of IRAS 06035−7102, 20σ, 45σ, 70σ for continuum-43a of IRAS 20414−1651, and 20σ, 40σ for
continuum-43b of IRAS 20414−1651. Beam sizes are shown as filled circles in the lower-left region.
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Fig. 30.— Integrated intensity (moment 0) maps of serendipitously detected molecular emission lines. The abscissa and ordinate are
R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 3σ, 6σ, 9σ for IRAS 08572+3915 CS J=5–4, 3σ for Superantennae
CH3OH, 2.5σ, 3σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE H13CN J=3–2 (Cycle 2 data), 4σ, 8σ, 12σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE CH3OH, 3σ, 5σ for IRAS
12112+0305 NE CS J=7–6, 6σ, 12σ, 24σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE CS J=5–4, 4σ, 8σ, 12σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE HC3N J=27–26, 3σ,
5σ, 7σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE SiO J=6–5, 3σ, 4σ for IRAS 12112+0305 NE SO, 3σ, 4.5σ for IRAS 12112+0305 SW CS J=5–4, 3σ,
5σ, 7σ for IRAS 22491−1808 H13CN J=3–2 (Cycle 2 data), 3σ, 5σ, 7σ for IRAS 22491−1808 HC3N J=30–29, 15σ, 30σ, 45σ for IRAS
22491−1808 CS J=5–4, 5σ, 10σ, 20σ for IRAS 22491−1808 HC3N J=27–26, 3σ, 9σ, 15σ for IRAS 22491−1808 SiO J=6–5, 3σ, 6σ for IRAS
22491−1808 SO, 3σ, 4σ for IRAS 15250+3609 H13CN J=3–2 (Cycle 3 data), 3σ, 7σ, 11σ for IRAS 15250+3609 CH3OH, 3σ, 6σ, 9σ for
IRAS 15250+3609 HC3N J=30–29, 3σ for PKS 1345+12 CS J=7–6, 3σ for IRAS 13509+0442 CS J=7–6, 3σ, 6σ, 9σ for IRAS 13509+0442
CH3CN, and 3σ, 6σ for IRAS 20414−1651 CS J=7–6. Beam sizes are shown as filled circles in the lower-left region.
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Fig. 31.— Gaussian fits for serendipitously detected emission lines. The abscissa is optical LSR velocity in (km s−1) and the ordinate is
flux in (mJy beam−1). The presented H13CN J=3–2 emission lines for IRAS 12112+0305 NE, IRAS 22491−1808, and IRAS 15250+3609
are from Cycle 2 or 3 data which are shallower than our Cycle 4 data presented in Figure 18 for the former two sources. For the SiO J=6–5
lines of IRAS 08572+3915 and IRAS 22491−1808, SiO J=6–5 and nearby H13CO+ J=3–2 emission lines were simultaneously fit with two
Gaussian components. The Gaussian fits of the H13CO+ J=3–2 emission lines are shown as dashed curved lines. The HNC v2=1f J=4–3
and CH3OH lines in IRAS 15250+3609 were also simultaneously fit. For the fits of the HNC v2=1f J=4–3 and CH3OH lines, CH3OH and
HNC v2=1f J=4–3 lines are displayed as the dashed curved lines, respectively.
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Fig. 32.— Intensity-weighted mean velocity (moment 1) maps of the CS J=5–4 emission line for IRAS 12112+0305 NE and IRAS
22491−1808. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 21700, 21800 km s−1
for IRAS 12112+0305 NE and 23300 km s−1 for IRAS 22491−1808. Beam sizes are shown as open circles at the lower-left part. An
appropriate cut-off was chosen for these moment 1 maps.
Fig. 33.— Intensity-weighted velocity dispersion (moment 2) maps of the CS J=5–4 emission line for IRAS 12112+0305 NE and IRAS
22491−1808. The abscissa and ordinate are R.A. (J2000) and decl. (J2000), respectively. The contours represent 130, 150 km s−1 for IRAS
12112+0305 NE and 120, 134 km s−1 for IRAS 22491−1808. Beam sizes are shown as open circles at the lower-left part. An appropriate
cut-off was chosen for these moment 2 maps.
